
  

Questions to the Mayor 

Mayor's Question Time, 18 June 2020 

 

PRIORITY ORDER PAPER 

 

Report No:   5 

Subject:   Questions to the Mayor 

Report of:   Executive Director of Secretariat 

TfL Financial Operations 
Question No: 2020/1754 
Shaun Bailey 

What discussions with TfL are you having about their financial operations over the next few 
months? 

Testing times 
Question No: 2020/2067 
Onkar Sahota 

How successful is the operation of the Government’s test, track and trace programme in 
London? 

Road pricing in London 
Question No: 2020/1639 
Siân Berry 

Is it now time for you to develop smart, fair, privacy-friendly road pricing for London? 

Road plans 
Question No: 2020/1667 
David Kurten 

What are your current plans for the future of the Congestion Charge, ULEZ and LEZ? 
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TfL’s Capital Programme 
Question No: 2020/1785 
Steve O’Connell 

Can you offer reassurance to my constituents and other Londoners that TfL’s capital 
programme will not be defunded and that vital projects will still go ahead? 

Under 18s Travel Concession 
Question No: 2020/1874 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

What is the impact of the Government’s decision to remove the under 18s travel concession 
for Londoners? 

Travelling safely in London during the Covid-19 pandemic 
Question No: 2020/1614 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Is every step being taken to support changed travel patterns to maximise social distancing 
on public transport? 

TfL Emergency Budget 
Question No: 2020/1795 
Susan Hall 

With the funding deal between the Government and TfL now in place, and TfL operating to 
their recently published emergency budget, how are you being kept informed as to their 
performance and progress against this? 

Effect of the TfL Funding Agreement 
Question No: 2020/2029 
Alison Moore 

How do you plan to balance maximising TfL’s revenue along with ensuring safe social 
distancing is maintained on the Transport Network? 

Community Policing as Lockdown Measures Ease 
Question No: 2020/2016 
Florence Eshalomi MP 

The Met Police’s use of stop and search has dramatically increased during the lockdown. 
Stop and search is a contentious method of policing as people from BAME backgrounds are 
more likely to be stopped. Members of the BAME community have felt that during this 
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lockdown that the Police have been especially overzealous. What is being done to ensure 
that Police Officers are being reasonable and measured in their approach? 

Congestion Charge Consultation 
Question No: 2020/1845 
Tony Devenish 

Are you comfortable that your consultation on your proposed changes to the Congestion 
Charge enabled all interested stakeholders to have their say? 

Cladding remediation 
Question No: 2020/1952 
Andrew Dismore 

The Government has yet again missed its deadline for cladding remediation, which was 
supposed to be this month. On current timelines, when do you predict remediation of ACM 
clad buildings to be complete in London? 

Cuts to borough transport programmes 
Question No: 2020/1640 
Caroline Russell 

Has the pause on existing Transport for London funded borough programmes and the 
introduction of the smaller Streetspace programme led to an effective cut in funding for 
walking and cycling? 

Finances of London 
Question No: 2020/2014 
Len Duvall OBE 

What does the economic downturn mean for the finances of the GLA and functional 
bodies? 

Modern Slavery Statement 
Question No: 2020/1716 
Keith Prince 

Do you think now is the time to update your Modern Slavery Statement? 
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EU deal and London’s economy 
Question No: 2020/1905 
Leonie Cooper 

How important is it to London’s economy, businesses and Londoners for a good trade deal 
with the EU to be secured and arrangements to be in place by the end of this year, 
particularly in relation to London’s economic recovery from COVID-19? 

Face Coverings on Public Transport 
Question No: 2020/1676 
Peter Whittle 

I note the government’s announcement that face coverings will be mandatory for all 
passengers on public transport from 15 June. In practical terms, how is this measure going 
to be enforced and by whom? 

Overcrowded Housing and Covid-19 
Question No: 2020/1693 
Andrew Boff 

How are you taking steps to protect Londoners who are disproportionately affected by 
Covid-19 as a result of living in overcrowded housing? 

Support for Increased Cycling in London 
Question No: 2020/2022 
Joanne McCartney 

If more Londoners cycle this will reduce numbers on public transport and in motor vehicles, 
thereby supporting London’s recovery from COVID-19. What further plans and support are 
needed to ensure that more Londoners cycle and that cycling is as safe as possible in 
London? 

International co-operation and covid-19 initiatives 
Question No: 2020/2019 
Nicky Gavron 

London is now leading the way in terms of transforming out streets for pedestrians and 
cyclists. But in conversations with other global cities, what further initiatives are you 
looking to introduce to ensure London’s transition and recovery from the covid-19 
pandemic improves social, economic and environmental outcomes? 
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Thurrock Council Investment 
Question No: 2020/1717 
Keith Prince 

Are you comfortable with the investment that the GLA has made with Thurrock Council? 

Homelessness and COVID-19 
Question No: 2020/2056 
Murad Qureshi 

Are you concerned that there may be a wave of evictions and homelessness in London as a 
result of the COVID-19 pandemic when the emergency measures placed by the 
Government, come to an end, and what action can you take to support Londoners? 

Public Toilets 
Question No: 2020/1846 
Tony Devenish 

Public toilets have been disappearing in numbers for many years , but Coronavirus has 
brought this crisis to a boil. This is a fundamental matter of public health especially for 
vulnerable Londoners. What have you (not the Government or Local Authorities) done to 
ameliorate this matter over the last 4 years’ and especially since 23rd March 2020? 

Westferry Printworks Decision 
Question No: 2020/1934 
Unmesh Desai 

Will the Mayor agree with me that – since the Secretary of State Robert Jenrick MP has 
admitted that his decision in January to allow the Westferry Printworks development to 
proceed “could give rise to the appearance of bias” – it is inappropriate for another 
Government minister to now determine the case and that it should instead be determined 
by an outside agency? 

Energy from waste 
Question No: 2020/1906 
Leonie Cooper 

I welcome your decision to begin a legal challenge against the Government’s decision to 
grant permission to build an additional incinerator at Cory Riverside Energy. How are you 
working with Cory and Boroughs to make the most of their existing site, such as increasing 
anaerobic digestion capacity and maximising the number of homes connected to the heat 
network? 
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Questions not asked during Mayor’s Question time will be given a written response by 23 
June, 2020. 

 

Questions for written answer: 

Face coverings on public transport 
Question No: 2020/1615 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Following the announcement on the 15 June 2020 that the wearing of face coverings on 
public transport throughout England will be mandatory, please state what steps TfL will be 
taking to use all its extensive communication channels to promote the appropriate wearing 
of face coverings, including information on steps that should be taken in putting on and 
removing face coverings. 

Tree felling by TfL (1) 
Question No: 2020/1616 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Further to your reply to question 2018/1300 please provide an update for the number of 
street trees felled by TfL since 2016 with a breakdown of the figures showing the reasons 
why the trees were cut down and whether or not they were replaced. Please also specify 
how many trees were felled alongside London Underground lines since 2016. 

Tree felling by TfL (2) 
Question No: 2020/1617 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Please set out the overall policies that TfL adopts towards tree cutting and felling alongside 
London Underground lines, specifying (a) the consultation undertaken with local residents, 
(b) measures adopted to minimise tree felling where feasible, and (c) the specific 
timeframes adopted for tree cutting and felling to avoid the breeding season for nesting 
birds. 

Secure cycle parking facilities in London 
Question No: 2020/1618 
Caroline Pidgeon 

With the growth in cycling and the purchase of bicycles in recent weeks and further 
measures that are being adopted to support its continued growth, what steps will be taken 
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during 2020 to (a) significantly increase the provision of secure cycle parking, especially in 
central London and town centres, and (b) tackle cycle thefts. 

Cycle skills 
Question No: 2020/1619 
Caroline Pidgeon 

With the growth in cycling and the purchase of bicycles it is disappointing to see TfL’s 
website page https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/cycling/cycle-skills dedicated to the provision of 
cycle skills stating that ‘Cycle training is not currently available’. Will TfL ensure that the 
growth in cycling across the widest range of people is fully supported by an extensive cycle 
training programme being provided at the earliest opportunity? 

Removal of free travel for under 18 year olds 
Question No: 2020/1620 
Caroline Pidgeon 

The removal of free travel for under 18 year olds, but with some children provided with 
separate passes to ensure their statutory entitlement to free travel to school is maintained, 
could potentially lead to more time being taken by children in boarding buses, if the new 
passes have to be checked by bus drivers. What assessment has been undertaken of the 
impact of these changes on boarding times and the potential increase in the time that other 
passengers will have to spend on buses? 

Taxi and private hire vehicle licences 
Question No: 2020/1621 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Taxi and private hire Notice 05/20 states that taxi or PHV vehicle licences which have 
expired or are due to expire between 23 March 2020 and 30 June 2020 will remain licensed 
for a period of six months pending the full assumption of vehicle inspections and a decision 
by TfL on the grant of a new licence. What reasons exist that other taxi or private vehicles 
cannot also be provided with a short and one off extension of their licences if there are 
cases of drivers being unable to work during this time period? Do you agree that licence 
extensions should be based on the period that a driver has been unable to work due to 
Covid-19 rather than merely the time period set out in TPH Notice 05/20? 

Applications for Residents’ Discount of the Congestion Charge 
Question No: 2020/1622 
Caroline Pidgeon 

TfL’s website currently states that it is not processing new applications for the residents’ 
discount of the Congestion Charge. Please state when TfL will start reviewing any 
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applications made by new residents after 18 May 2020. Please also provide an assurance 
that no resident who applied for a new residents’ discount in good time between the 18 
May 2020 and 22 June 2020 will be inconvenienced and face the unnecessary full payment 
of the Congestion Charge due to TfL’s decision to freeze processing of new applications 
before the commencement of its wider temporary changes to the Congestion Charge. 

TfL’s Monitoring of its Bus Contractors’ Covid-19 Risk Reduction 
Actions 
Question No: 2020/1623 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Please provide me with the exact dates and locations of scheduled inspections, 
unannounced spot checks and audits that TfL has undertaken since March 2020 of (a) bus 
depots to ensure that bus companies were policing social distancing between drivers and 
routes (b) toilet facilities to ensure they really were cleaned, and that soap and hand 
sanitiser were freely available and (c) buses and depots to ensure that enhanced cleaning of 
vehicles and rest/meal rooms was actually carried out. 

Copy of UCL Advice about Front-Door Boarding 
Question No: 2020/1624 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Please publish (a) a copy of the advice from University College London (UCL) upon which 
TfL based its 29 May 2020 decision to return to front-door boarding, and (b) any drafts, 
analyses and full correspondence (including emails) associated with this decision. 

TfL Bus Contract Monitoring: Required action in respect of any unsafe 
practices 
Question No: 2020/1625 
Caroline Pidgeon 

In the event of an “unsafe practice being undertaken by a [Bus] Operator” Section 8 of 
Schedule V (“MONITORING OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE”) of TfL’s Framework Bus 
Contract (http://content.tfl.gov.uk/metroline-bus-contract.pdf) gives TfL “a right of 
immediate access to the Operator’s premises and vehicles to investigate.” Since you have 
been Chair of TfL, how many times has this clause of Schedule V been invoked? Please 
provide the date, location, name of Bus Operator, reason for inspection, inspection 
findings, details of actions taken and any further monitoring actions by TfL. 
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New Year’s Eve fireworks 
Question No: 2020/1626 
Caroline Pidgeon 

When will you make a decision as to whether the GLA should allocate any resources to the 
organising of New Year’s Eve fireworks this year? 

Police force used against Black individuals 
Question No: 2020/1627 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Data for January and February of this year shows that black men accounted for 33 per cent 
of incidents where police force was deployed, despite black Londoners only making up 
around 12 per cent of London’s population. Why do you think this is, and how are you 
working to improve relationships between those in BAME communities and the police? 

Pan-London Forum for Anti-Social Behaviour 
Question No: 2020/1628 
Caroline Pidgeon 

In response to a recent letter on community triggers and anti-social behaviour the Deputy 
Mayor for Policing and Crime stated that “MOPAC remains in discussion with London 
Councils on how best to re-establish a pan-London ASB forum for local authorities, housing 
providers and police.” What progress has been made on these talks and will you escalate 
action in this area? 

Stop and Search Increased use (1) 
Question No: 2020/1629 
Caroline Pidgeon 

There was a 22 per cent rise in stop and search across London between March and April of 
this year. Do you support the sharp rise in the use of stop and search in London during the 
lockdown and do you think it will help to build trust with the police? 

Study on the use of Tasers in the Met 
Question No: 2020/1630 
Caroline Pidgeon 

You previously suggested that the Met would be looking at their data and assessing the 
effectiveness and use of tasers in their policing and whether this had a negative impact on 
not just public safety but also that of officers. Has such a study been conducted and if so, 
what were the findings? If such a study has not been undertaken can you commit to one as 
soon as possible? 
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The use of ‘Released Under Investigation’ (RUI) During Lockdown (1) 
Question No: 2020/1631 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Earlier this year the Deputy Commissioner of the Met assured me that the Met was taking 
“drastic steps” to reduce the use of RUIs? Does the Met remain committed, during this 
period, to try and reduce the use of RUIs, particularly for those accused of violent and 
sexual crimes? 

The use of ‘Released Under Investigation’ (RUI) During Lockdown (2) 
Question No: 2020/1632 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Please provide figures for the number of RUIs used by the Met in the last year, broken 
down by month and type of case. 

COVID-19 Related Arrests and Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs) Issued to 
Black Individuals 
Question No: 2020/1633 
Caroline Pidgeon 

The latest figures released by the Met for FPNs issued during lockdown show that despite 
only making up around 12% of the population, black individuals account for 26 per cent of 
the FPNs issued. Additionally, for COVID-19 legislation breaches black individuals have 
accounted for 31 per cent of all arrests during the lockdown period. Why do you believe 
this is, and will you be discussing these statistics with the Met Police to try and better 
understand why this is the case? 

Shared Ownership Homes Value (1) 
Question No: 2020/1634 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Can you please provide figures for the number of shared ownership homes funded by the 
GLA, broken down by borough and year, with a market value of between a) £500,000-
£600,000; and b) £600,000+. 

Shared Ownership Homes Value (2) 
Question No: 2020/1635 
Caroline Pidgeon 

Please provide the market value for the most expensive shared ownership property in 
London funded by the GLA. 
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London Living Rent and Shared Ownership - Staircasing 
Question No: 2020/1636 
Caroline Pidgeon 

For GLA funded homes, please provide figures for a) the number of shared owners who 
have purchased a larger share of their property (staircased) over the last five years, broken 
down by month, borough and by the percentage of their property purchased; and b) the 
number of London Living Rent tenants who have moved to purchasing their own home or a 
share in their own home, broken down by borough and month. 

Unsafe Cladding 
Question No: 2020/1637 
Caroline Pidgeon 

I am aware that the GLA will administer the £700 million London share of the Government’s 
Building Safety Fund, but the capital’s housing associations recently announced that they 
estimated it would cost around £4billion to replace dangerous cladding on buildings in 
London. What more are you doing to ensure the capital’s dangerous cladding is removed 
and replaced as soon as possible so that people are safe in their homes, both in terms of 
lobbying the Government, but also through your powers and levers as Mayor? 

Child Poverty and COVID-19 
Question No: 2020/1638 
Caroline Pidgeon 

New statistics released show child poverty has risen by over 100,000 in the last ten years, 
and that in the last five years it has risen in every single London Borough. How are you 
working to reverse this trend, particularly in light of the impact the COVID-19 crisis is 
having on the poorest families in the capital? 

Police conducting home visits to offenders during coronavirus 
lockdown 
Question No: 2020/1641 
Siân Berry 

A news report in the Independent, published on Wednesday 13 May, stated that the 
Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) had plans to visit 1,000 violent offenders at their homes 
during the lockdown period. What criteria were used to identify these people who were 
visited at home, and have all 1,000 Londoners identified been visited? 
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Disproportionate use of coronavirus police powers against black 
Londoners (1) 
Question No: 2020/1642 
Siân Berry 

What is your response to the latest data from the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) that 
clearly shows that black Londoners have been much more likely to be issued with a fixed 
penalty notice or placed under arrest by police using the new emergency coronavirus 
powers? 

Disproportionate use of coronavirus police powers against black 
Londoners (2) 
Question No: 2020/1643 
Siân Berry 

Data from the Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN) and Covid-19 Enforcement Report from the 
Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) show that black Londoners are more than twice as likely 
to have been issued with a fixed penalty notice under coronavirus restrictions than their 
proportion within the population. However, the Commissioner of the Metropolis said, at the 
London Assembly Police and Crime Committee meeting on 3 June 2020, “I have not gone 
back to them [police officers] and said ‘I am concerned about disproportionality please stop 
acting in this manner that will lead to disproportionality’ because I don’t see that as an 
issue that it is appropriate to do this about.” Do you agree that it is not appropriate to take 
action to help reduce bias and the disproportionate use of powers? 

Police unconscious bias training (2) 
Question No: 2020/1644 
Siân Berry 

In your answer to my question 2019/4137 on 25 February 2019 you told me that 17,000 
Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) officers had had training in unconscious bias. 

Could you tell me: a) how many officers in the MPS have now received unconscious bias 
training, b) when do you expect all officers to have received this training, and c) how often 
the training is repeated or refreshed? 

Londoners losing faith in the police 
Question No: 2020/1645 
Siân Berry 

I have had a number of constituents contact me recently to give me their reports of 
witnessing alleged discriminatory police practices, in particular highlighting incidents in 
Lewisham and Lambeth. These have ranged from a young student being unfairly stopped 
and searched, to witnessing a distressing incident of a woman restrained by several officers. 
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What is your message to Londoners who are losing their faith in the Metropolitan Police 
Service (MPS) after witnessing disproportionate and aggressive policing tactics? 

Metropolitan Police Service vehicle renewal project and police horses 
(1) 
Question No: 2020/1646 
Siân Berry 

The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) is currently procuring new vehicles for their fleet, 
due to arrive from 2021. If the MPS is procuring new riot vehicles, will you seriously 
consider retiring police horses from riot policing? 

Metropolitan Police Service vehicle renewal project and police horses 
(2) 
Question No: 2020/1647 
Siân Berry 

How many times have police horses been deployed for front line policing of mass 
gatherings, broken down into sports events, protests and other, in each financial year from 
2015-16 to the current year? Could you also provide the total cost for each category in 
each year? 

Police collecting personal data at black lives matter protests 
Question No: 2020/1648 
Siân Berry 

Under what powers were officers from the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) filming and 
photographing protestors, and asking them to provide their names, addresses and date of 
birth, before releasing them from areas that were being contained by police in Westminster, 
on Saturday 6 and Sunday 7 June 2020? 

Is the MPS retaining this information and the associated images (still and moving) and if so, 
for what purposes? 

Councils allowing developers to defer affordable housing payments 
(1) 
Question No: 2020/1649 
Siân Berry 

Government guidance issued on 13 May 2020, has told councils to allow small and 
medium-sized (SME) developers to defer their Section 106 and Community Infrastructure 
Levy (CIL) obligations. Is this the right choice for London? 
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Councils allowing developers to defer affordable housing payments 
(2) 
Question No: 2020/1650 
Siân Berry 

I understand that you and the Deputy Mayor for Planning, Regeneration and Skills recently 
wrote to the Government about Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) obligations. Will you 
share this letter? 

Measuring overcrowding in London (2) 
Question No: 2020/1651 
Siân Berry 

Further to my question 2018/0126, I note that Islington Council is using overcrowding 
advisors to offer households in the borough help and advice on managing overcrowded 
homes, and what realistic options could be available for them. Given the coronavirus 
lockdown will have exacerbated the stress of living in an overcrowded home for many 
families, when will you conduct a full survey of overcrowded homes down to ward level, so 
that help and advice can be targeted where it is needed the most? 

Trimming of grass verges 
Question No: 2020/1652 
Caroline Russell 

Due to reduced staff numbers some local authorities have left grass verges untrimmed, 
except for where vegetation is impeding sight lines. Will you encourage all London 
boroughs to continue, or introduce, this practice given the environmental gains, such as a 
reduced carbon footprint and an increased habitat for native flora and fauna? 

Open green spaces in London during coronavirus 
Question No: 2020/1653 
Caroline Russell 

The recent relaxation of lockdown rules by the government has meant more Londoners are 
using our many wonderful green and open spaces. However, we are now seeing huge 
volumes of rubbish left in our parks. What will you do to encourage Londoners to leave no 
trace? 
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Air pollution and the spread of coronavirus 
Question No: 2020/1654 
Caroline Russell 

Emerging scientific evidence from the University of Bologna and University of Toronto 
demonstrates there could be a relationship between particulate air pollution and the spread 
of viruses, such as coronavirus. Will Transport for London (TfL) undertake research to 
understand the impacts of air pollution on virus spread, both above ground and within the 
underground system? 

Borough local transport schemes funded by Transport for London 
Question No: 2020/1655 
Caroline Russell 

What was the projected budget for Transport for London (TfL) funded borough schemes in 
2020-21 and what is now the expected funding for borough schemes in 2020-21 including 
your Streetspace programme? 

Planned allocations for borough Healthy Streets schemes funded by 
Transport for London 
Question No: 2020/1656 
Caroline Russell 

What were the planned allocations to boroughs for 2020-21 in London for Transport for 
London (TfL) borough Healthy Streets schemes under: a) Liveable Neighbourhoods, b) 
Local Implementation Plan (LIP) Majors, c) Local Implementation Plan (LIP) Corridors, d) 
Crossrail Complementary Measures, and e) Borough Cycling. 

Borough Streetspace schemes funded by Transport for London 
Question No: 2020/1657 
Caroline Russell 

You announced on 3 June 2020 the award of £6 million to schemes for Streetspace in ten 
London boroughs. Can you provide the list of all 136 schemes, their type, funds awarded, 
delivery dates, start and end points, and borough? 

Boroughs without Streetspace funding 
Question No: 2020/1658 
Caroline Russell 

You announced on 3 June 2020 the award of £6 million for Streetspace projects in ten 
London boroughs. Why haven’t you allocated Streetspace money to the other twenty-three 
boroughs in London, and when can they expect any investment? 
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Cycle hire beyond existing Transport for London scheme area 
Question No: 2020/1659 
Caroline Russell 

At the Transport for London (TfL) board meeting on 2 June 2020, pop-up docks and the 
possibility of extending the TfL cycle hire scheme footprint were discussed. How far can the 
existing cycle hire scheme be expanded, and what other measures are being taken to 
provide access to a cycle for those who don’t own or may be unable to store one? 

Personal protective equipment for transport workers 
Question No: 2020/1660 
Caroline Russell 

The Public Health England (PHE) review on disparities in the risk and outcomes of 
coronavirus (released 2 June 2020) found that men working as security guards, taxi drivers 
and chauffeurs, bus and coach drivers have seen among the highest increases in all cause 
mortality of any groups during the coronavirus pandemic. What measures are you taking to 
ensure that all London’s transport workers are given suitable personal protective equipment 
(PPE) and safe ways of working? 

Protecting transport workers from assault by spitting 
Question No: 2020/1661 
Caroline Russell 

On 2 June 2020 the Commissioner for Transport for London (TfL) said that there have been 
60 reported incidents of spitting at transport workers since the start of coronavirus 
lockdown. What measures are you taking to ensure that all London’s transport workers are 
protected from assaults such as spitting? 

Demographic breakdown of spitting incidents 
Question No: 2020/1662 
Caroline Russell 

Can you share a breakdown by race, age, occupation and gender of transport workers 
who’ve suffered a recorded spitting incident? 

Demographic breakdown of transport worker deaths from coronavirus 
Question No: 2020/1663 
Caroline Russell 

Can you share a breakdown by ethnicity, age, occupation and gender of transport workers 
who have died from coronavirus? 
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Support for creative industries during the coronavirus crisis 
Question No: 2020/1664 
Caroline Russell 

On 30 April 2020 you launched a new emergency £2.3 million fund to support culture and 
creative industries at risk due to the impact of coronavirus. How many of these: a) 
businesses, and b) individuals do you estimate need economic support as a result of the 
coronavirus pandemic? 

Hidden unemployment from coronavirus 
Question No: 2020/1665 
Caroline Russell 

According to official government figures, as of 31 May 2020, the furlough scheme has 
reached 8.7 million workers across the UK. I am concerned that as this scheme is wound up 
it will leave many Londoners facing immediate unemployment without a safety net. Can you 
provide any data or modelling you have regarding: a) how many furloughed workers there 
are in London by sector, and b) the numbers at risk of unemployment as the furlough 
scheme winds up in London? 

Support for small and medium sized business during coronavirus 
Question No: 2020/1666 
Caroline Russell 

On 7 May 2020 you wrote to the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Business Secretary 
calling for further action to support small and medium sized businesses in London. Will you 
share any response you have had from the Government? 

Brexit 
Question No: 2020/1668 
Peter Whittle 

Given that today’s MQT falls on the 205th anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo – another 
occasion on which this country saved Europe from tyranny, could the Mayor please explain 
what he hopes to achieve by petitioning Her Majesty’s Government for an extension to the 
Brexit transition period? 
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Tube Safety 
Question No: 2020/1669 
David Kurten 

When lockdown is lifted, as it surely will be, at some point in the near future, what steps 
will TfL take to reassure Londoners that using the London Underground network is safe? 

Disorder in Whitehall (1) 
Question No: 2020/1670 
Peter Whittle 

What lessons did the Metropolitan Police learn from its policing of the Black Lives Matter 
protest in Whitehall on 3 June 2020? 

Disorder in Whitehall (2) 
Question No: 2020/1671 
Peter Whittle 

What do you believe the thinking to be behind Metropolitan Police officers ‘taking the 
knee’ in Whitehall in the run-up to the scenes of disorder in Whitehall on 3 June 2020. 

Disorder in Whitehall (3) 
Question No: 2020/1672 
Peter Whittle 

To ask the Mayor how many Metropolitan Police officers were injured whilst policing the 
Black Lives Matter protest in central London on 3 June 2020? 

Disorder in Whitehall (4) 
Question No: 2020/1673 
Peter Whittle 

To ask the Mayor how many arrests were made by the Metropolitan Police officers during 
the Black Lives Matter protest in central London on 3 June 2020? 

Disorder in Whitehall (5) 
Question No: 2020/1674 
Peter Whittle 

Are there any circumstances under which you would countenance the use of riot police on 
London’s streets? 
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Disorder in Whitehall (6) 
Question No: 2020/1675 
Peter Whittle 

I would be grateful if you could explain why none of the officers on duty in Whitehall on 3 
June 2020 during the Black Lives Matter protest were in riot gear and who made that 
decision. 

Car Free Zone 
Question No: 2020/1677 
David Kurten 

What will be the effects on taxi drivers and their passengers of banning Euro 4, Euro 5 and 
Euro 6 taxis from your proposed ‘car free zone’ in central London? 

Road Access for Black Taxis 
Question No: 2020/1678 
David Kurten 

Should taxis be able to go where buses go, throughout Central London? 

Beijing’s Twin Town Status 
Question No: 2020/1679 
Andrew Boff 

In light of the actions of the Chinese Communist Party’s refusal to accept an international 
investigation into the Pandemic, is it time to end Beijing’s twin town status with London? 

Overcrowding and COVID-19 
Question No: 2020/1680 
Andrew Boff 

Analysis by Inside Housing has shown a clear link between hotspots of COVID-19 deaths 
and overcrowding - of the 20 local authority areas where COVID-19 has claimed most lives 
per 100,000 people, 14 also have the highest percentage of households in homes with 
fewer bedrooms than they need. London has many overcrowded households and tackling 
overcrowding will be key to a sustainable COVID-19 recovery. What support can be offered 
to these households now, and what more will be done to minimise overcrowding in the 
future? 
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Affordable housing (1) 
Question No: 2020/1681 
Andrew Boff 

What is your target for GLA-funded affordable housing starts for the current financial year 
2020/21? 

Affordable housing (2) 
Question No: 2020/1682 
Andrew Boff 

What is your target for GLA-funded affordable housing starts for the financial year 
2021/22? 

Affordable housing (3) 
Question No: 2020/1683 
Andrew Boff 

Of the £4.82bn allocated to the London Affordable Housing Programme, how much has so 
far been spent? Please provide a breakdown by financial year. 

Affordable housing (4) 
Question No: 2020/1684 
Andrew Boff 

How many GLA-funded affordable homes started in 2019/20 were restarts from a previous 
year? Please provide a breakdown of these by the financial year when the original start 
took place. 

Family homes 
Question No: 2020/1685 
Andrew Boff 

Could you please provide the number of GLA-funded affordable homes with three or more 
bedrooms started in the financial year 2019/20? 

Housing completions 
Question No: 2020/1686 
Andrew Boff 

Of the GLA-funded affordable homes started in the four years between 2016/17 and 
2019/20, how many had been completed by April 2020? Please provide a breakdown by 
borough and number of bedrooms. 
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Rough sleeping (1) 
Question No: 2020/1687 
Andrew Boff 

How much of the £433m government funding to house rough sleepers will be allocated to 
London? What involvement will the GLA have in the allocation of this funding? 

Rough sleeping (2) 
Question No: 2020/1688 
Andrew Boff 

How many of the 6,000 new government-funded housing units for rough sleepers will be 
delivered in London? What involvement will the GLA have in the delivery of these homes? 

GLA Risk Assessments (1) 
Question No: 2020/1689 
Andrew Boff 

You recently announced that some employees across the GLA family will have access to 
Covid-19 risk assessments. Which members of staff will be denied a risk assessment? 

GLA Risk Assessments (2) 
Question No: 2020/1690 
Andrew Boff 

What preparation and mapping out of the GLA BAME risk assessment policy was 
undertaken before its announcement? 

GLA Risk Assessments (3) 
Question No: 2020/1691 
Andrew Boff 

What measures will be considered as a result of the GLA BAME risk assessments if an 
employee is found to be at risk? 

GLA Risk Assessments (4) 
Question No: 2020/1692 
Andrew Boff 

How will the level of risk be measured within the GLA BAME risk assessments? 
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Childhood Obesity Taskforce 
Question No: 2020/1694 
Andrew Boff 

What measures has your childhood obesity taskforce taken in response to the Covid-19 
pandemic? 

Trees (1) 
Question No: 2020/1695 
Andrew Boff 

What work are you doing to ensure that trees are protected as much as possible in London, 
particularly in regard to the city’s ecological and biodiversity needs? 

Trees (2) 
Question No: 2020/1696 
Andrew Boff 

What consideration have you given to the suitability of Tree Protection Orders and whether 
or not they provide adequate protection for trees in London and in the city’s conservation 
areas? 

Trees (3) 
Question No: 2020/1697 
Andrew Boff 

Would you consider working with Local Authorities to explore whether current legislation 
on Tree Protection Orders needs to be reformed to further protect London’s trees? 

Affordable homes (1) 
Question No: 2020/1698 
Andrew Boff 

How many developments approved since 2016 have met your target for 35% affordable 
homes? Please provide a breakdown by financial year. 

Affordable homes (2) 
Question No: 2020/1699 
Andrew Boff 

What percentage of all developments approved since 2016 have met your target for 35% 
affordable homes? Please provide a breakdown by financial year. 
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Affordable homes (3) 
Question No: 2020/1700 
Andrew Boff 

How many developments approved since 2016 have met your target for 50% affordable 
homes? Please provide a breakdown by financial year. 

Affordable homes (4) 
Question No: 2020/1701 
Andrew Boff 

What percentage of all developments approved since 2016 have met your target for 50% 
affordable homes? Please provide a breakdown by financial year. 

Rent control 
Question No: 2020/1702 
Andrew Boff 

What evidence does City Hall have to back up the Mayor’s rent control proposal? 

Public land (1) 
Question No: 2020/1703 
Andrew Boff 

How many homes have been started on public land since May 2016? Please provide a 
breakdown by financial year. 

Public land (2) 
Question No: 2020/1704 
Andrew Boff 

How many homes have been completed on public land since May 2016? Please provide a 
breakdown by financial year. 

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 
Question No: 2020/1705 
Andrew Boff 

How many times has sewage been discharged into the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in the 
last year? 
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Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 
Question No: 2020/1706 
Andrew Boff 

How many times has Thames Water notified the LLDC of sewerage overflows into the 
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in the past year. 

Dark web crime (1) 
Question No: 2020/1707 
Andrew Boff 

For each of the years June 16 to May 17, June 17 to May 18, June 18 to May 19 and June 
19 to May 20, please provide the number of possible dark web offences detected by the 
Met? 

Dark web crime (2) 
Question No: 2020/1708 
Andrew Boff 

How does the Met tackle dark web crime? 

Dark web crime (3) 
Question No: 2020/1709 
Andrew Boff 

How many police officers are tasked with tackling dark web crime? 

Crossrail (1) 
Question No: 2020/1710 
Gareth Bacon MP 

What is the current proposed start date for Trial Running for Crossrail? 

Crossrail (2) 
Question No: 2020/1711 
Gareth Bacon MP 

Once Trial Running begins on Crossrail, how long is it anticipated to take? 
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Crossrail (3) 
Question No: 2020/1712 
Gareth Bacon MP 

The February 2020 Jacobs report on Crossrail (document number B2111500/133/1.3) 
states on page 3 that, “Two significant interventions are necessary to achieve the Trial 
Running date: the implementation of an integrated approach to the remaining works to be 
delivered, and the creation of an Integrated Delivery Team to close-out the outstanding 
works.” What is the progress on this? 

Crossrail (4) 
Question No: 2020/1713 
Gareth Bacon MP 

How many Crossrail stations have been certified as ready for Trial Running and how many 
are left to be certified? 

Crossrail (5) 
Question No: 2020/1714 
Gareth Bacon MP 

What work is being undertaken to understand the impact of COVID-19 on the Crossrail 
delivery programme and what are the conclusions of this work so far? 

TfL advertising revenue 
Question No: 2020/1715 
Gareth Bacon MP 

What impact has the COVID-19 pandemic had on advertising revenue for TfL to date and 
what is the projected impact for the next financial year? 

Streetspace and Taxis (1) 
Question No: 2020/1718 
Keith Prince 

TfL recently published a mental health initiative regarding the wellbeing of taxi licensees. 
With the recently announced Streetspace plan restricting taxis from major roads in central 
London, does the Mayor agree these additional pressures will have a detrimental effect on 
drivers’ mental wellbeing? 
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Streetspace and Taxis (2) 
Question No: 2020/1719 
Keith Prince 

Has the Mayor conducted an economic impact assessment on the taxi trade with regard to 
the recently announced Streetspace road restriction plan? 

Streetspace and Taxis 
Question No: 2020/1720 
Keith Prince 

Does the Mayor accept that one consequence of his restricting taxi access as part of his 
Streetspace plan, will be an inevitable increase in journey times and higher fares for 
passengers with disabilities? 

Taxi and Finish Report 
Question No: 2020/1721 
Keith Prince 

With regard to the Mayor’s response to question 2020/0089, what is the timeframe for 
consideration of those elements that can be progressed separately? 

Clusters of Covid-19 Deaths at Bus Companies 
Question No: 2020/1722 
Keith Prince 

Analysis of data culled from social media about the 29 Bus Drivers who’ve died from Covid-
19 shows that over 50% of the deaths took place among 2 operators that, combined, own 
and operate less than 25% of London’s Buses under contract to TfL. Please describe what 
actions TfL is taking at these two operators to understand why they account for such a 
disproportionate number of Covid-19 Deaths? 

Lack of TfL Board attention to London Transport Worker Covid-19 
Risks in Q1 2020 
Question No: 2020/1723 
Keith Prince 

A review of the 496 pages of documents prepared for TfL Board Meetings from, 
respectively, the 22 January and 18 March sessions show that ‘Covid-19’ occurs once in a 
forty-word paragraph in the 18 March papers. Furthermore, a review of the 29 March 
“Chair’s Actions” shows that apparently zero attention was paid to protecting transport 
workers. Since several TfL Bus Drivers had already died from Covid19 by 29 March, how do 
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you account for the dearth of TfL Board attention to Covid-19 Risks for London Transport 
Workers in Q1 2020? 

April 2020 Tripartite Agreement between TfL, Bus Operators and 
Unite the Union 
Question No: 2020/1724 
Keith Prince 

Please provide me with copies of all documentation including the actual agreements, 
memorandums, emails, drafts, meeting minutes and handwritten notes pertaining to the 
Tripartite Agreement (“The Bus Industry and its People Working Together to Support 
London“) signed between TfL, Bus Operators and Unite the Union in April 2020. 

“Review into coronavirus infections and deaths among bus workers”; 
commissioned by TfL from UCL Institute of Health Equity (1) 
Question No: 2020/1725 
Keith Prince 

In response to my Question 2020/1511, on 21 May 2020, TfL announced a “Review into 
coronavirus infections and deaths among bus workers”, a two-part study to be carried out 
by UCL Institute of Health Equity. Please provide me with this study’s agreed terms of 
reference, budget and milestones and all correspondence (letters, emails, handwritten 
notes) associated with the commissioning of this review and the selection of UCL Institute 
of Health Equity to conduct it. 

“Review into coronavirus infections and deaths among bus workers”; 
commissioned by TfL from UCL Institute of Health Equity (2) 
Question No: 2020/1726 
Keith Prince 

In your response to Question 2020/1511, you state that 43 London Transport Workers 
have died. What reason can you provide for this review being restricted to 33 Bus Drivers? 

TfL’s Internal Communications concerning Coronovirus/COVID-19 
sent in January and February 2020 
Question No: 2020/1727 
Keith Prince 

Further to your response to Question 2020/1512, please provide me with copies of all 
internal communications mentioning Coronavirus or Covid-19 sent during Jan and Feb 
2020. 
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Advice about Middle-Door Boarding 
Question No: 2020/1728 
Keith Prince 

Please provide me with (a) a copy of the advice upon which TfL based its 17 April decision 
to commence to middle-door boarding, and (b) any drafts, analyses and correspondence 
(including emails or handwritten notes) associated with this decision. 

Tube Capacity 
Question No: 2020/1729 
Keith Prince 

Please provide the data showing the total monthly capacity of each Tube Line from January 
2019 to the present day and the actual Tube usage on each Tube line for each month over 
the same time period. 

Bus Capacity 
Question No: 2020/1730 
Keith Prince 

Please provide the data showing the total monthly capacity of London’s buses from 
January 2019 to the present day and the actual bus usage for each month over the same 
time period. 

Tram Capacity 
Question No: 2020/1731 
Keith Prince 

Please provide the data showing the total monthly capacity of London’s Tram from January 
2019 to the present day and the actual tram usage for each month over the same time 
period. 

Strikes 
Question No: 2020/1732 
Keith Prince 

Please provide a list of all the strikes on Transport for London services – including, but not 
limited to, those on the London Underground, London’s buses, the Croydon Tram and Dial-
a-Ride – since May 2016, the estimated lost revenue as a result of each strike and the costs 
of providing any additional or alternate services. 
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Pandemic Preparation 
Question No: 2020/1733 
Keith Prince 

What preparations, risk assessments or planning did TfL undertake regarding potential 
pandemics prior to the current outbreak? 

Congestion Charge Consultation (1) 
Question No: 2020/1734 
Keith Prince 

What impact assessments were done regarding the Mayor’s decision to increase and widen 
the congestion charge? 

Congestion Charge Consultation (2) 
Question No: 2020/1735 
Keith Prince 

How many people responded to the Mayor’s consultation on the changes to the 
Congestion Charge? Please provide a full breakdown of the responses. 

Congestion Charge Consultation (3) 
Question No: 2020/1736 
Keith Prince 

How did TfL publicise the Congestion Charge consultation? 

Congestion Charge Consultation (4) 
Question No: 2020/1737 
Keith Prince 

How many e-mails were sent notifying stakeholders about the Congestion Charge 
consultation? 

Tube Upgrades (1) 
Question No: 2020/1738 
Keith Prince 

Across the whole London Underground network and broken down for each individual Tube 
Line, what Tube upgrades are yet to be completed? 
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Tube Upgrades (2) 
Question No: 2020/1739 
Keith Prince 

Across the whole London Underground network and broken down for each individual Tube 
Line, what does the remaining upgrade work entail? 

Tube Upgrades (3) 
Question No: 2020/1740 
Keith Prince 

Across the whole London Underground network and broken down for each individual Tube 
Line, what is the current estimated cost of completing the London Underground’s upgrade 
work? 

Tube Upgrades (4) 
Question No: 2020/1741 
Keith Prince 

Across the whole London Underground network and broken down for each individual Tube 
Line, what are the current projected timeframes for completing the London Underground’s 
upgrade work? 

Lost Bus Revenue 
Question No: 2020/1742 
Keith Prince 

How much revenue does TfL estimate has been lost due to the policy of not requiring 
tapping in on buses? 

London Underground Staffing (1) 
Question No: 2020/1743 
Keith Prince 

Broken down by the number in each different role, how many staff work on the London 
Underground? 

London Underground Staffing (2) 
Question No: 2020/1744 
Keith Prince 

The Mayor has consistently claimed that London Underground has been unable to run a 
fuller service due to staff sickness or precautionary self-isolation. With figures for each 
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individual day, how many London Underground staff were available to work on every day 
since 1st March? 

London Underground Staffing (3) 
Question No: 2020/1745 
Keith Prince 

As a percentage of total staff numbers, how has staff sickness or absence due to 
precautionary self-isolation on the London Underground compared to staff sickness or 
precautionary self-isolation on different mainline rail lines? 

Night Tube Redeployment (1) 
Question No: 2020/1746 
Keith Prince 

Since the Night Tube was suspended, how many Night Tube drivers have been redeployed 
to drive Tube trains? 

Night Tube Redeployment (2) 
Question No: 2020/1747 
Keith Prince 

Since the Night Tube was suspended, how many Night Tube staff other than drivers have 
been redeployed to work on the Tube? 

TfL Staff Redeployment 
Question No: 2020/1748 
Keith Prince 

How many TfL staff were redeployed to drive Tube trains since the start of March? 

Retired Tube Drivers 
Question No: 2020/1749 
Keith Prince 

How many retired Tube drivers were rehired to drive Tube trains since the start of March? 
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Tube Line Redeployment 
Question No: 2020/1750 
Keith Prince 

Breaking down the information by role, how many Tube staff have been redeployed from 
one line to another since 1st March? 

The Elizabeth Line 
Question No: 2020/1751 
Shaun Bailey 

In response to question 2020/1113, you stated that “weekly metrics (are provided) to both 
TfL and the Department for Transport on a range of measures including safety performance 
and testing.” Please provide a full list of these metrics and measures, the most recent 
performance assessment on each, and any identified changes to these metrics as a result of 
COVID-19. 

Blue light collaboration 
Question No: 2020/1752 
Shaun Bailey 

What can we learn for the future from the blue light collaboration that has occurred during 
COVID-19? 

Mayoral strategies 
Question No: 2020/1753 
Shaun Bailey 

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on London, are you intending to change 
any of your mayoral strategies? If so, which ones and how. 

Home Working 
Question No: 2020/1755 
Shaun Bailey 

What steps are you taking to support London businesses and employees adapt to an 
increase in home working? 
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Support for Outer London Businesses 
Question No: 2020/1756 
Shaun Bailey 

How are you specifically supporting outer London businesses during the Covid-19 
Pandemic? 

Support for Inner London Businesses 
Question No: 2020/1757 
Shaun Bailey 

How are you specifically supporting inner London businesses during the Covid-19 
Pandemic? 

TfL - HR (1) 
Question No: 2020/1758 
Shaun Bailey 

Please provide a breakdown of the number of TfL staff who have been dismissed from their 
roles for each of the last 3 years, and listed by category/reason if possible. 

TfL - HR (2) 
Question No: 2020/1759 
Shaun Bailey 

What proportion of successful applicants to open vacancies at TfL have come from both 
outside and inside the organisation? Please provide the data for the last 3 years. 

TfL HR (3) 
Question No: 2020/1760 
Shaun Bailey 

Over the last 3 years, how many TfL vacancies have been advertised to internal applicants 
only, and how many were advertised to external applicants? 

TfL - HR (4) 
Question No: 2020/1761 
Shaun Bailey 

How many formal staff disciplinary hearings have taken place at TfL over the last 3 years. 
Please provide category/reason information if available. 
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Good Growth Fund Supported Projects 
Question No: 2020/1762 
Shaun Bailey 

How many good growth fund supported projects have you supported across London? 
Please give a breakdown of projects and funding per borough. 

Jobs Created from Good Growth Fund Supported Projects 
Question No: 2020/1763 
Shaun Bailey 

How many jobs have been created as a result of good growth fund supported projects? 
Please give a breakdown by borough. 

TfL Advertising Spend 
Question No: 2020/1764 
Shaun Bailey 

Please provide a breakdown of TfL’s annual expenditure on advertising, and by type, for 
each for the last 3 years. 

TfL Debt 
Question No: 2020/1765 
Shaun Bailey 

How much debt did TFL have at the beginning and end of each financial year from 
2015/16 to 2019/20 and what are the reasons for the new debt at the end of each year? 

TfL Business Rates 
Question No: 2020/1766 
Shaun Bailey 

How much money has TFL received from additional business rate retention for all years 
from 2015/16 to 2019/20? 

TfL Income Streams 
Question No: 2020/1767 
Shaun Bailey 

For the 2019/20 financial year please provide a breakdown of all TFL income streams and 
the amount? 
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TfL Expenditure (1) 
Question No: 2020/1768 
Shaun Bailey 

For the 2019/20 financial year please provide a breakdown of all TFL expenditure streams 
and the amount? 

TfL Expenditure (2) 
Question No: 2020/1769 
Shaun Bailey 

Have you commissioned any independent experts to look at how you can cut down on 
unnecessary expenditure at TFL? 

TfL Expenditure (3) 
Question No: 2020/1770 
Shaun Bailey 

Please provide a chart showing TFL’s debt and expenditure for each year from 2015/16 to 
2019/20? 

TfL Land Value 
Question No: 2020/1771 
Shaun Bailey 

What is your estimate of the total value of land and buildings that are owned by TFL, not 
including stations, railway and roads? 

TfL Unoccupied Property 
Question No: 2020/1772 
Shaun Bailey 

How much of TFL owned property was unoccupied before and after the start of Covid-19? 

TfL Debt Interest 
Question No: 2020/1773 
Shaun Bailey 

How much interest has TFL paid on its debt for the 2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18, 2018/19 
and 2019/20 years? 
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Face Coverings - TfL Network 
Question No: 2020/1774 
Shaun Bailey 

Why did you not amend the Conditions of Carriage to mandate TFL passengers to wear face 
coverings? 

Assaults on MPS Officers 
Question No: 2020/1775 
Shaun Bailey 

How many assaults on Met officers were recorded in each of the last 5 years, including the 
2019/20 year? 

Key Workers - Congestion Charge 
Question No: 2020/1776 
Shaun Bailey 

Which key workers will be exempt from the congestion charge from June 22nd and which 
key workers will have to pay the charge? 

TfL Contracts 
Question No: 2020/1777 
Shaun Bailey 

Has TfL awarded any contracts since May 2016 where a competitive tender process has not 
been in place? If so, please provide a list of the contracts and the reasons for doing so. 

TfL Sickness 
Question No: 2020/1778 
Shaun Bailey 

For each week since the beginning of 2020, please provide a breakdown of how many 
Transport for London staff have been off sick or self-isolating? 

TfL Land - Construction 
Question No: 2020/1779 
Shaun Bailey 

How many houses have been built on TfL land, each year from the 2015/16 financial year 
up until 2019/20? 
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Retired Police - Covid-19 
Question No: 2020/1780 
Shaun Bailey 

How many retired police officers were brought onto the Metropolitan Police since the start 
of the Covid-19 pandemic? Please provide details. 

Business Advisory Board Response to Covid-19 
Question No: 2020/1781 
Shaun Bailey 

What actions has the Business Advisory Board taken in response to the Covid-19 
pandemic? 

LEAP Spending 
Question No: 2020/1782 
Shaun Bailey 

What was the total amount of money distributed and spent by LEAP in the 2019/20 
financial year? 

Congestion Charge Refund Scheme 
Question No: 2020/1783 
Shaun Bailey 

How many NHS staff, ambulance staff and care home workers have made use of the 
Congestion Charge refund scheme so far? 

Night Time Economy Covid-19 
Question No: 2020/1784 
Shaun Bailey 

What measures have you put in place to support London’s night time economy in response 
to Covid-19? 

ASB 
Question No: 2020/1786 
Steve O’Connell 

ASB is up 221% in London during the Covid-19 pandemic. What are the main reasons 
behind this? 
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Emergency Services Collaboration 
Question No: 2020/1787 
Susan Hall 

What plans does the Mayor have for continuing the collaborative working between the 
emergency services during COVID-19? 

High Barnet station development (1) 
Question No: 2020/1788 
Susan Hall 

Will you withdraw your plans to build over the London Underground station car park at 
High Barnet? 

High Barnet station development (2) 
Question No: 2020/1789 
Susan Hall 

Will you attend a public meeting in Barnet to hear the views of residents on your plans to 
build over the London Underground station car park at High Barnet? 

Cockfosters station development (1) 
Question No: 2020/1790 
Susan Hall 

Will you withdraw your plans to build over the London Underground station car park at 
Cockfosters? 

Cockfosters station development (2) 
Question No: 2020/1791 
Susan Hall 

Will you attend a public meeting in Barnet to hear the views of residents on your plans to 
build over the London Underground station car park at Cockfosters? 

Arnos Grove station development (1) 
Question No: 2020/1792 
Susan Hall 

Will you withdraw your plans to build over the London Underground station car park at 
Arnos Grove? 
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Arnos Grove station development (2) 
Question No: 2020/1793 
Susan Hall 

Will you attend a public meeting in Barnet to hear the views of residents on your plans to 
build over the London Underground station car park at Arnos Grove? 

Draft London Plan 
Question No: 2020/1794 
Susan Hall 

Will you amend your draft London Plan to encourage building houses with gardens rather 
than high rise blocks of flats? 

384 Bus (1) 
Question No: 2020/1796 
Susan Hall 

What discussions has the Mayor had with the board of Transport for London on the route 
changes planned for the 384 bus? 

384 Bus (2) 
Question No: 2020/1797 
Susan Hall 

Will the Mayor cancel his proposed route changes for the 384 bus? 

384 Bus (3) 
Question No: 2020/1798 
Susan Hall 

Will the Mayor postpone the implementation of his planned route changes for the 384 bus 
to allow for further consultation and community engagement on this proposal? 

384 Bus (4) 
Question No: 2020/1799 
Susan Hall 

Why has TfL not set up a public forum to enable New Barnet residents to express their 
views on proposed route changes to the 384 bus? 
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384 Bus (5) 
Question No: 2020/1800 
Susan Hall 

How many responses has the Mayor received to TfL’s consultation on changes to the route 
of the 384 bus? 

384 Bus (6) 
Question No: 2020/1801 
Susan Hall 

Will the Mayor publish the consultation responses he received on proposed changes to the 
route of the 384 bus? 

TfL Hospitality 
Question No: 2020/1802 
Susan Hall 

Over the last 4 years, and broken down by year, how much has TfL spent on the following 
forms of hospitality: 

- External catering contractors, for both one-off events and any continuing contracts. 

- Paying for staff/board members to attend conferences or corporate events - including 
accommodation/transport/subsistence costs. 

- Tickets to sporting or entertainment events (.e.g theatre tickets). 

GLA Funding for London and Partners 
Question No: 2020/1803 
Susan Hall 

Please can you list the total amount of GLA funding for London and Partners for each year 
May-April from 2016 to 2020? 

GLA Staff Numbers and Costs 
Question No: 2020/1804 
Susan Hall 

Please can you list the total number of GLA staff and total cost for each year May-April 
from 2016 to 2020? 
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Mayor’s Office Staff Cost and Numbers 
Question No: 2020/1805 
Susan Hall 

Please can you list the total cost of staff and number of staff in the Mayor’s office for each 
year May-April from 2016 to 2020? 

GLA Press Officer Numbers and Costs 
Question No: 2020/1806 
Susan Hall 

Please can you list the total number and cost of press officers at the GLA for each year 
May-April from 2016 to 2020? 

Culture Budget 
Question No: 2020/1807 
Susan Hall 

Please can you list the total GLA culture budget for each year May-April from 2016 to 
2020? 

GLA Employees Earning over £100,000 Salary 
Question No: 2020/1808 
Susan Hall 

Please can you list the total number of GLA staff who earned/are due to earn a salary over 
£100,000 for each year May-April from 2016 to 2020? 

TfL Passenger Revenue 
Question No: 2020/1809 
Susan Hall 

Please provide the weekly figures for TfL passenger revenue for each week from 1 March 
2020 to 14 June – broken down by type (Tube, bus etc), and compared with the same 
periods in 2019. 

TfL Staff Costs 
Question No: 2020/1810 
Susan Hall 

Please provide weekly staff cost figures at TfL for each week from 1 March 2020 to the 14 
June 2020. Top-line costs are acceptable – no need to provide a further breakdown. 
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TfL Staff Furlough (1) 
Question No: 2020/1811 
Susan Hall 

Please provide the detail behind the estimated £15 million per week saving TfL made by 
furloughing around 7,000 staff – for example, the most common (modal) salary bands 
affected. 

Tfl Staff Furlough (2) 
Question No: 2020/1812 
Susan Hall 

On 24 April TfL furloughed around 7,000 staff under the scheme announced by the 
Government on 23 March. Can you explain how and why it took a month for TfL to decide 
to make use of the scheme, and provide the key dates in terms of decision-making? 

TfL Staff Furlough (3) 
Question No: 2020/1813 
Susan Hall 

Is it correct that TfL are ‘topping-up’ the salaries to 100% of its furloughed staff and, if so, 
what is the cost of this? 

Nominee Passes - Lockdown 
Question No: 2020/1814 
Susan Hall 

Have any restrictions been placed on the use of TfL ‘nominee passes’ since the start of 
lockdown and, if so, what? 

TfL Operating Costs (1) 
Question No: 2020/1815 
Susan Hall 

Throughout the coronavirus crisis, TfL have maintained their operating costs have remained 
around £600m per month – which is the figure generally given as monthly/period operating 
costs in normal circumstances. Why is this the case, given far fewer lines were running, 
stations were closed, and (a month in) 7,000 staff were furloughed? 
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TfL Operating Costs (2) 
Question No: 2020/1816 
Susan Hall 

Please provide precise, actual monthly figures for TfL’s total operating costs from 1 March 
2020 or the closest relevant reporting period. 

Elder Abuse 
Question No: 2020/1817 
Susan Hall 

Following question 2018/5452, please provide a monthly breakdown of elder abuse 
reports/detections in London since and including June 2018? 

Police contact tracing 
Question No: 2020/1818 
Susan Hall 

It has been reported that some police forces are looking to provide their own Covid19 
contact tracing system. Is the Met exploring this? 

Facemasks 
Question No: 2020/1819 
Susan Hall 

How will compulsory facemasks be policed on London public transport? 

Covid19 related fraud 
Question No: 2020/1820 
Susan Hall 

How many Covid19 related fraud offences have been detected by the Met? 

Police complaints 
Question No: 2020/1821 
Susan Hall 

For each of the past 10 years, how many complaints have been received about Met police 
officers, and how many of these were upheld? 
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Covid19 breaches 
Question No: 2020/1822 
Susan Hall 

Since the start of the lockdown, please provide the following: 

-How many parties have been stopped by the police? 

-How many raves have been stopped by the police? 

TfL Reserves (1) 
Question No: 2020/1823 
Susan Hall 

TfL’s Liquidity/Treasury Management policy requires them to hold roughly £1.2b in 
reserves at all time – based on being the operating costs for 2 months. What was the lowest 
reserve figure reached during the coronavirus crisis, and when? 

London protests 
Question No: 2020/1824 
Susan Hall 

Are you satisfied with the handling of the recent protests? 

TfL Reserves (2) 
Question No: 2020/1825 
Susan Hall 

Please provide tracking data for the position of TfL’s reserves since 1 March 2020. 

TfL Advertising Revenue (1) 
Question No: 2020/1826 
Susan Hall 

How much income has TfL received from advertising revenue for the last 3 years – 
including 2019/20? 

TfL Advertising Revenue (2) 
Question No: 2020/1827 
Susan Hall 

What was the impact – estimated or actual – of the coronavirus crisis on TfL’s advertising 
revenue? 
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TfL Outlet Rent (1) 
Question No: 2020/1828 
Susan Hall 

How much income has TfL received from outlet rent for the last 3 years – including 
2019/20? 

TfL Outlet Rent (2) 
Question No: 2020/1829 
Susan Hall 

What is the impact – estimated or actual – of the coronavirus crisis on TfL’s income from 
outlet rent? 

TfL Outlet Rent (3) 
Question No: 2020/1830 
Susan Hall 

Have any rental outlets in TfL stations/properties been given any form of payment holiday 
during the coronavirus crisis – if so, from when, and what is the estimated cost of this? 

Barnet police numbers 
Question No: 2020/1831 
Susan Hall 

Will you increase police numbers in the borough of Barnet, if so, by how much and when? 

Burglary 
Question No: 2020/1832 
Susan Hall 

Will you set targets for the Metropolitan Police on reducing burglary? 

Burglary 2 
Question No: 2020/1833 
Susan Hall 

Will you set targets for the Metropolitan Police on increasing the number of people charged 
with burglary offences? 
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Targets 
Question No: 2020/1834 
Susan Hall 

What targets have you set the Metropolitan Police to increase efficiency? 

Street crime and mugging in Barnet 
Question No: 2020/1835 
Susan Hall 

What action have you asked the police to take to tackle street crime and mugging offences 
committed against children and young people in Barnet? 

Edmonton Eco Park 
Question No: 2020/1836 
Tony Arbour 

Does the Mayor support the new incinerator at the Edmonton Eco Park in Enfield? 

Air Quality 
Question No: 2020/1837 
Tony Arbour 

Could the Mayor provide the latest London Average Air Quality Levels data set? 

Cycling 
Question No: 2020/1838 
Tony Arbour 

Could the Mayor set out the number of people who have been cycling during the lockdown 
period in comparison to the same months last year? 

Boroughs 
Question No: 2020/1839 
Tony Arbour 

Could the Mayor set out how much money the GLA has awarded boroughs during the crisis 
period? 
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London Land Commission 
Question No: 2020/1840 
Tony Arbour 

When do you intend to publish an update to the London Land Commission register, which 
was originally published in January 2016, as you have previously committed to do? 

Borough Community Schemes 
Question No: 2020/1841 
Tony Devenish 

Many London Councils have set up schemes to support their residents such as Westminster 
Council’s successful Westminster Connects scheme. What are you doing to support local 
authorities with these schemes? 

Business Support Grants 
Question No: 2020/1842 
Tony Devenish 

Westminster Council was the first in the UK to award all their business support grants to 
businesses within their borough, whilst some other boroughs have been slow to award their 
grants. What have you been doing and what will you be doing to support Borough Councils 
in administering this grant funding? 

Outdoor dining 
Question No: 2020/1843 
Tony Devenish 

What are you doing to encourage boroughs to fast-track outdoor dining to save food and 
drink businesses from closure, as for example is being pioneered in New York by architect 
David Rockwell? 

Olympia Exhibition Centre Development 
Question No: 2020/1844 
Tony Devenish 

As amendments are currently being brought forward to the original planning permission for 
this development, has the GLA had any discussions with the developer and LBHF about 
bringing forward further amendments to address social distancing and related public health 
concerns? If not, will you urge the developer to consider this? 
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Key worker homes 
Question No: 2020/1847 
Tony Devenish 

How specifically post Coronavirus will the Mayor actively increase the number of key worker 
homes? Please ensure you answer the “key worker” part of the question. 

Royal British Legion (1) 
Question No: 2020/1848 
Tony Devenish 

In their ‘Plan for London’, the Royal British Legion have called for vulnerabilities such as 
loneliness and social isolation to be included in your Health Inequalities Strategy. Is this 
something you would consider, to better support the Armed Forces community? 

Royal British Legion (2) 
Question No: 2020/1849 
Tony Devenish 

The Royal British Legion have called for more to be done to raise awareness of the Armed 
Forces Covenant across the GLA group. What work on this is done currently, and how might 
it be expanded? 

Royal British Legion (3) 
Question No: 2020/1850 
Tony Devenish 

What work does ‘Thrive LDN’ currently carry out with the Armed Forces community? 

Consumer and Business Confidence Messaging 
Question No: 2020/1851 
Tony Devenish 

A leading business group asked me to enquire what positive messaging to build consumer 
and business confidence have you issued since 23rd March? 

Harwood Terrace (1) 
Question No: 2020/1852 
Tony Devenish 

One of my constituents asks: You are committed to improving air quality in London, how 
are you working to prevent decisions by particular Boroughs that significantly damage the 
air quality for residents? 
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Harwood Terrace (2) 
Question No: 2020/1853 
Tony Devenish 

My constituent refers to the hugely unpopular decision by Hammersmith & Fulham Council 
to close Harwood Terrace to cars, even though doing so has significantly increased traffic 
and pollution on Imperial Road, Bagley’s Lane and Wandsworth Bridge Road. What can you 
do to persuade the council to reverse course? 

Helicopter Noise 
Question No: 2020/1854 
Tony Devenish 

On the 31st May and on the 1st June, 2 helicopters remained in stationary flight over 
Pimlico for several hours. This caused a lot of loud and unwelcome noise for my 
constituents. Will you make representation to the Civil Aviation Authority on the need to 
keep such occurrences to a minimum? 

Helicopter Noise (2) 
Question No: 2020/1855 
Tony Devenish 

What consideration has been given to reducing the usage of police helicopters and 
replacing them with drones? 

Tube Noise (1) 
Question No: 2020/1856 
Tony Devenish 

Taking account of the additional urgency, given many vulnerable residents continuing to 
self-isolate at home, what date will you begin installation of Delkor resilient track fasteners 
on the southbound Victoria line between Victoria and Pimlico? 

Tube Noise (2) 
Question No: 2020/1857 
Tony Devenish 

What date will rail grinding occur on the Victoria line in the Pimlico area after TfL promised 
an increased frequency of grinding? 
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Tube Noise (3) 
Question No: 2020/1858 
Tony Devenish 

Data collected by TfL engineers from within residential properties indicates the Pimlico area 
requires rail grinding every 3 months to lower ground borne residential tube noise, so when 
will this program be initiated as part of TfL’s enhanced program to tackle residential tube 
noise until a long-term solution is found? 

Average Road Speed in London Boroughs 
Question No: 2020/1859 
Tony Devenish 

What was the average road speed per month in each London borough for every month 
since January 2000 to the present? 

Cycling on Pavements (1) 
Question No: 2020/1860 
Tony Devenish 

I am receiving increasing numbers of emails from constituents angered at the prevalence of 
cycling on pavements. Do you accept that, particularly as more money and effort is being 
put into making it easier and safer to cycle, there is a need to ensure that the pavements 
are safe for pedestrians? 

Cycling on Pavements (2) 
Question No: 2020/1861 
Tony Devenish 

If you agree there is a need to ensure that the pavements are safe for pedestrians, what are 
you doing to stop cyclists riding where they shouldn’t? 

Park Lane Cycle Lane (1) 
Question No: 2020/1862 
Tony Devenish 

I have been contacted by a number of constituents regarding the new Park Lane cycle lane. 
What consultation was done before deciding to introduce this cycle lane? 
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Park Lane Cycle Lane (2) 
Question No: 2020/1863 
Tony Devenish 

What traffic modelling was carried out before deciding to introduce the Park Lane cycle 
lane? 

Park Lane Cycle Lane (3) 
Question No: 2020/1864 
Tony Devenish 

Are you aware that, by pushing motor vehicles on Park Lane down to a single lane of 
traffic, the Park Lane cycle lane is causing gridlock well beyond Park Lane, with traffic 
frequently backed up down to Victoria and Knightsbridge? 

Park Lane Cycle Lane (4) 
Question No: 2020/1865 
Tony Devenish 

Are you aware that drivers are now rat running and going through Hyde park and around 
the Serpentine to avoid Park Lane going north? 

Park Lane Cycle Lane (5) 
Question No: 2020/1866 
Tony Devenish 

Has TfL measured the additional pollution caused by the introduction of the Park Lane 
cycle lane? 

Streetspace Plan 
Question No: 2020/1867 
Tony Devenish 

What consultation has been done on any of the temporary cycle lanes TfL has introduced 
under the Streetspace Plan? 

Judical Reviews 
Question No: 2020/1868 
Tony Devenish 

Please supply a list of all the examples of TfL losing judicial reviews or other court cases 
since May 2016. 
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Highways Authority 
Question No: 2020/1869 
Tony Devenish 

Do you accept that if a Highways Authority is premeditatedly altering the road without 
taking into account its traffic use, its actions are illegal? 

CS9 on King Street (1) 
Question No: 2020/1870 
Tony Devenish 

With regard to King Street in Hammersmith, do you recognise that if CS9 is built, cars will 
not be able to pass by buses which have stopped at the bus stop about 150 yards up from 
the Broadway? 

CS9 on King Street 
Question No: 2020/1871 
Tony Devenish 

At the point where King Street meets The Goldhawk Road on the right, there is currently a 
lane for turning right and – due to the end of the bus lane – a lane for traffic to continue 
straight on down Chiswick High Road. Despite this, there are very often long queues down 
King Street at peak times. If CS9 goes ahead there will be a single lane for cars turning right 
and continuing straight on. Do you recognise that this will inevitably cause very long 
tailbacks back down King St, producing massive inconvenience and increased pollution in a 
busy pedestrian area? 

London Housebuilders 
Question No: 2020/1872 
Tony Devenish 

Following data from the Insolvency Service that 368 housebuilders collapsed in 2019, 
compared to 207 in 2016 when you became Mayor of London, how many of these operated 
in London and what, if anything, did you do to ameliorate this terrible outcome? 

Small Sites 
Question No: 2020/1873 
Tony Devenish 

What are you doing to accelerate the very small number of pilot small sites in the 
programme run by the GLA and TfL? How many home starts will small and medium sized 
builders, non-G15 Housing Associations and other smaller players including community 
land trusts, have built by March 2021 in London in partnership with you? 
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Adult Education Budget 
Question No: 2020/1875 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Thank you for your answer to question 2020/1556 on Adult Education Budget (AEB) 
flexibility during Covid-19. You stated that you have set up a Covid-19 Response Fund, 
worth up to £9m, for AEB providers to expand their online provision, adapt courses and 
build capacity to ensure they are equipped to support more Londoners to learn remotely. 
How many providers have so far applied for the Fund, what are the criteria for awarding 
money under this Fund, and how long currently will this Fund be available? 

Maintaining children’s education 
Question No: 2020/1876 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

What support are you providing to London’s families to ensure no child falls behind on 
learning while schools are closed? 

Digital divide 
Question No: 2020/1877 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

At the Education Select Committee on April 29th [2020], the Secretary of State would not 
commit to expanding the free laptops scheme to all those children who need it, not just 
those in a few year groups. What could you do from City Hall, working with London’s world 
leading tech sector, to cover these gaps? 

Appeals system for young Londoners disadvantaged by the grades 
awarding system 
Question No: 2020/1878 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

I recently wrote to the Secretary of State for Education and Ofqual calling on them to 
address unfair pitfalls in the system for awarding grades this year. To help mitigate this 
unfairness, how will you be supporting young people this year who may need more 
guidance than usual to access the appeals process and other opportunities available to 
them? 
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Early years 
Question No: 2020/1879 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Many private nurseries and early years providers have closed altogether, leaving some key 
workers without childcare. Do you agree with me that the Government urgently needs to 
provide additional early years funding, and how could your Early Years Hubs help to 
support capacity in their local area? 

BAME young people 
Question No: 2020/1880 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

How will you use your Skills for Londoners programme to support young BAME Londoners 
to reduce economic injustice in a post-Covid-19 recovery? 

Funeral Costs and COVID-19 (1) 
Question No: 2020/1881 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

A constituent has raised concerns about the costs of funerals for families who are already 
struggling financially as a result of COVID-19. What conversations have you had with 
government to raise the issue of funeral costs? 

Funeral Costs and COVID-19 (2) 
Question No: 2020/1882 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

What work is your office specifically doing to support those struggling with funeral costs? 

Supporting those at risk from gang association during COVID-19 
Question No: 2020/1883 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Social distancing means that those at risk of gang association are less easily able to access 
the help and support they need. How is the Violence Reduction Unit working with local 
councils to plug this gap? 
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COVID-19 Response and Government Funding (1) 
Question No: 2020/1884 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

How much additional funding has the government provided to City Hall for its response 
supporting Londoners during the COVID-19 outbreak? 

COVID-19 Response and Government Funding (2) 
Question No: 2020/1885 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Has further funding been promised but not yet delivered to support the work of City Hall in 
responding to the COVID-19 outbreak? 

COVID-19 Response and Government Funding (3) 
Question No: 2020/1886 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

How much has City Hall spent in supporting Londoners during the COVID-19 outbreak? 

COVID-19 Response and Government Funding (4) 
Question No: 2020/1887 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Please list the different efforts undertaken by your administration to support Londoners 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Monitoring at Bus Stop LA (Mare St/ Wells Park) 
Question No: 2020/1888 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Constituents have raised concerns about bus overcrowding and inability to board at bus 
stop Q (Mare St/Victoria Park). When will monitoring at this busy stop begin? 

Rail Grinding Between Highbury and Islington and Kings Cross 
Stations 
Question No: 2020/1889 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Why has the grinding work taking place between Highbury and Islington and King Cross 
Stations taken place only intermittently when noise complaints in the area have been 
ongoing since 2016? 
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Implementing Broken Oyster Card Policy 
Question No: 2020/1890 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

In response to MQ 2020/0473 you said “Transport for London (TfL) staff will advise 
customers to get a new Oyster card and add some credit to pay as you go so they can 
continue travelling. The customer should then contact TfL’s Customer Services who will 
arrange to transfer tickets/pay as you go credit from the broken card to the new one. In 
some limited cases, staff may be able to replace the card at the station.” I have previously 
detailed an example where this was not the case and a passenger was instead charged and 
threatened with court for travelling without a ticket. Please explain this discrepancy 
between policy and practice, explaining exactly what TfL have implemented to ensure that 
there is never a repeat of this. 

Lea Bridge- Dalston Cycleway (1) 
Question No: 2020/1891 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

With high levels of poverty and inequality in Hackney, can you tell me if the proposed 
Cycleway between Lea Bridge and Dalston will specifically benefit the local community, 
rather than commuters who are just passing through? 

Lea Bridge- Dalston Cycleway (2) 
Question No: 2020/1892 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

With statistics showing that fewer women than men regularly cycle and fewer BAME people 
are regular cyclists, does the cycleway’s expansion have relevance only to a cohort? 
According to TfL, 13% of women sometimes use a bike to get around London with the 
remaining 87% never cycling as a mode of transport around London. The percentage of 
men who sometimes cycle to get around London is higher at 27%. White Londoners are 
more likely to cycle than those from ethnic minority groups. 23% of white Londoners cycle 
at least sometimes compared to 13% of BAME Londoners. 

Lea Bridge- Dalston Cycleway (3) 
Question No: 2020/1893 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Can you reassure my constituents that TfL’s Lea Bridge Road Cycleways consultation will 
take their concerns about accessibility seriously, in an area that is poorly served by the 
overground and the tube? 
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Improving Cycle Access for Women and BAME Communities 
Question No: 2020/1894 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Can you tell me whether the proportion of women cyclists and BAME cyclists has increased 
since the introduction of the East-West and North-South cycle superhighways in central 
London? 

Supporting Harmony Hall 
Question No: 2020/1895 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Harmony Hall in Walthamstow is a multi-cultural family centre and a vital asset for the 
community. Please provide an update on how you are supporting the charity CREST and its 
supporters to access the funding necessary to keep the Hall available for public use. 

Good Growth Fund 
Question No: 2020/1896 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Please explain how the Good Growth Fund is continuing to support regeneration in London 
during the lockdown? 

Timetable for Good Growth Funding Release 
Question No: 2020/1897 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Please detail the revised timeframes (if any) for funding release from the Good Growth 
Fund due to COVID-19 and lockdown. 

Equality Impact Assessments 
Question No: 2020/1898 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Were Equality Impact Assessments done on the removal of free travel for older Londoners 
and under-18s? If not, will you conduct these vital studies? 

Numbers of Children Affected by Removal of Under-18s Free Travel 
Question No: 2020/1899 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

How many under-18s in London use public transport to get to school or other education 
services? 
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Council Tax Maximisation (1) 
Question No: 2020/1900 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

What are the “ethical collection measures” noted in MD2618? 

Council Tax Maximisation (2) 
Question No: 2020/1901 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

Will boroughs involved in your council tax maximisation effort as noted in MD2618 be 
barred from using bailiffs to target low-income council tax payers in arrears? 

Supporting Those with Physical Impairments on TfL Services 
Question No: 2020/1902 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

How can you reassure those with physical restrictions that TfL are putting measures in place 
to ensure they are welcome and able to travel on London’s public transport system once 
lockdown restrictions are lifted? 

Supporting Those with Sight Impairment on TfL Services 
Question No: 2020/1903 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

What specific measures are you putting in place to ensure that those with sight loss and/ or 
travelling with guide dogs are supported and able to travel comfortably on TfL services 
once lockdown restrictions are lifted? 

Stop & search disciplinary action 
Question No: 2020/1904 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

How many MPS officers have faced disciplinary action over inappropriate use of stop and 
search powers in the past 5 years? 

£50m reopening high streets safely fund 
Question No: 2020/1907 
Leonie Cooper 

How much of the Government’s £50m reopening high streets safely fund will London’s high 
streets receive? Can you also include a breakdown for the amount for each high street or 
borough if this information is available? 
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London Recovery Board (1) 
Question No: 2020/1908 
Leonie Cooper 

Can you provide the terms of reference of the London Recovery Board? 

London Recovery Board (2) 
Question No: 2020/1909 
Leonie Cooper 

What are the short-term and long-term challenges facing the London Recovery Board? 

Equal Pay Act 
Question No: 2020/1910 
Leonie Cooper 

Will your Economic Fairness Team look at ways to commemorate 50 years of the Equal Pay 
Act, and look into how we can reduce inequality in London when it comes to women’s pay? 

Flexible Working 
Question No: 2020/1911 
Leonie Cooper 

Will your London Recovery Board look into expanding flexible working, particularly in those 
sectors which have encountered barriers to pursuing more flexible working? 

Four Day Week 
Question No: 2020/1912 
Leonie Cooper 

Can you conduct an assessment as to whether a four day week would support London’s 
economic recovery from COVID-19 and the expected recession? 

Workers’ rights 
Question No: 2020/1913 
Leonie Cooper 

How will you support Londoners’ working conditions through London’s economic recovery? 
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Good Work Standard 
Question No: 2020/1914 
Leonie Cooper 

Can you provide an update of your work on the Good Work Standard and how many 
businesses are now accredited? 

Furloughed Londoners (1) 
Question No: 2020/1915 
Leonie Cooper 

How many Londoners have been furloughed since the scheme opened? Do you have a 
breakdown by sector, gender and age? 

Furloughed Londoners (2) 
Question No: 2020/1916 
Leonie Cooper 

What support can you provide to workers who have been furloughed and now may be made 
redundant due to the changes in the Job Retention Scheme? How can your Adult 
Education Budget support them to get new skills during a recession? 

Gender Pay Gap 
Question No: 2020/1917 
Leonie Cooper 

A report from the Institute for Fiscal Studies and the UCL Institute of Education found that 
mothers in England are more likely than fathers to have lost their jobs during lockdown, 
thereby increasing fears that the coronavirus crisis has exacerbated inequality and could 
lead to the gender pay gap increasing. How can you support businesses in London to 
continue to address the gender pay gap during an economic crisis? 

Working from home (1) 
Question No: 2020/1918 
Leonie Cooper 

Will your London Recovery Board look at the gender inequality impact of working from 
home, as it has been found in a report from the Institute for Fiscal Studies and the UCL 
Institute of Education that women are doing the bulk of the childcare and housework whilst 
working from home? 
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Working from home (2) 
Question No: 2020/1919 
Leonie Cooper 

What support can you or your Good Work Standard provide to workers and employers in 
London, to support mental and physical health when working from home, including 
appropriate health and safety advice? 

High streets (1) 
Question No: 2020/1920 
Leonie Cooper 

What support have you provided to London’s high streets during the COVID-19 pandemic? 

High streets (2) 
Question No: 2020/1921 
Leonie Cooper 

What challenges do London’s high streets face when opening up some shops in June? 

Night-time economy 
Question No: 2020/1922 
Leonie Cooper 

What impact has the COVID-19 pandemic had on London’s night time economy and what 
support have you been able to provide during this? Is there any more that the Government 
can do to support this sector? 

Hospitality sector 
Question No: 2020/1923 
Leonie Cooper 

What impact has the COVID-19 pandemic had on London’s hospitality sector and what 
support have you been able to provide during this? Is there any more that the Government 
can do to support this sector? 

Agriculture Bill (1) 
Question No: 2020/1924 
Leonie Cooper 

Do you share my dismay at the Government’s refusal to enshrine our high animal welfare 
standards into law in the Agriculture Bill, given we know Londoners expect high standards? 
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Agriculture Bill (2) 
Question No: 2020/1925 
Leonie Cooper 

MPs called on the Government to include an emergency food plan in the Agriculture Bill to 
tackle coronavirus hunger and our insecure, unsustainable food system. Have you 
considered updating your Food Strategy to ensure we are responding to this crisis? 

Green recovery (1) 
Question No: 2020/1926 
Leonie Cooper 

You previously committed to investing £50m in a Green New Deal for London. Could this 
help London’s post-coronavirus economic recovery whilst also tackling the climate 
emergency? 

Green recovery (2) 
Question No: 2020/1927 
Leonie Cooper 

Many Londoners who normally experience a blight of aircraft noise have welcomed the drop 
in air traffic. How are you working with airports, airlines and the Government to prevent 
noise rising again after the lockdown? 

Green recovery (3) 
Question No: 2020/1928 
Leonie Cooper 

Do you agree with me that bailouts for airlines operating in London should come with 
attached conditions protecting workers and committing to carbon reduction? 

Green recovery (4) 
Question No: 2020/1929 
Leonie Cooper 

With the news that car production has fallen to the lowest levels since WW2, are you 
lobbying the Government to take this opportunity to transfer workers to low-carbon, well-
paid jobs for a green economic recovery and to help meet your target for London to be net 
zero-carbon by 2030? 
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Heatwaves 
Question No: 2020/1930 
Leonie Cooper 

As we approach summer, how are you preparing to mitigate the impact of any heatwaves 
and ensure London’s water supply to reduce the strain on the NHS at this crucial time? 

TfL deal 
Question No: 2020/1931 
Leonie Cooper 

What assessment have you conducted on the impact on air pollution of the changes to the 
Congestion Charge following the TfL deal? 

Crowding in green spaces 
Question No: 2020/1932 
Leonie Cooper 

What more can and should be done to aid social distancing in London’s green spaces, in 
line with your work to aid social distancing on public transport, streets and pavements? 

Policing during COVID-19 
Question No: 2020/1933 
Leonie Cooper 

A constituent has written in to ask “What are you doing to help tackling the over-policing 
of BAME people in London? What are you doing to guarantee people’s rights to peacefully 
protest, appreciating the added complexity of the Covid-19 pandemic? In the unlikely 
event protests descend into riots and/or acts of looting, how will you protect local 
businesses from harm?” 

Compliance with the “Shared Ownership Charter for Service Charges” 
Question No: 2020/1935 
Unmesh Desai 

How does the GLA monitor compliance with the “Shared Ownership Charter for Service 
Charges”, and what avenues for redress are there for residents who feel their housing 
provider is not treating them fairly with regard to service charges? 
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Average Service Charge Levels for GLA-funded Properties 
Question No: 2020/1936 
Unmesh Desai 

Does the GLA collect data on levels of service charge for properties funded by the GLA, and 
if so, could you provide an average figure per property for each London borough? If not, 
could you give an estimate for what you would regard as a reasonable average service 
charge for a new home in London? 

Parliamentary and Diplomatic Protection Unit polices 
Question No: 2020/1937 
Unmesh Desai 

What changes were made to the Parliamentary and Diplomatic units policies related to the 
protection provided at Downing Street, following the incident that took place there on 29th 
August 2019, which the Met Police released a press statement on? 

County Lines arrests 
Question No: 2020/1938 
Unmesh Desai 

Please provide the number of arrests made relating to ‘county lines’ activity in each of the 
past 12 months. 

Section 60 use 
Question No: 2020/1939 
Unmesh Desai 

How many section 60 orders were issued in each of the past 12 months? Please break down 
this data by borough. 

Workplace closures 
Question No: 2020/1940 
Unmesh Desai 

How many workplaces has the Met been required to enforce the closure of due to 
Coronavirus Public Health regulations? 
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Coronavirus Fixed Penalty Notices - ‘No fixed address’ 
Question No: 2020/1941 
Unmesh Desai 

How many Fixed Penalty Notices has the Met reported to ACRO where the suspect has 
been noted as having ‘No fixed address’? 

Notting Hill Carnival preparations 
Question No: 2020/1942 
Unmesh Desai 

What preparations are taking place to police Notting Hill Carnival this year, following the 
official event having been cancelled? 

Dispersal orders 
Question No: 2020/1943 
Unmesh Desai 

How many Section 35 dispersal orders have been issued by the Met in each of the past 12 
months? Please also provide this data by Basic Command Unit. 

Use of cautions 
Question No: 2020/1944 
Unmesh Desai 

How many cautions were handed out by the Met in each of the past 12 months? If 
possible, please break this down by offence type. 

Stop and search use and Fixed Penalty Notices 
Question No: 2020/1945 
Unmesh Desai 

How many people were stopped and searched who were then reported for a fixed penalty 
notice under the coronavirus public health regulations since March 2020? 

Stop and search taser use 
Question No: 2020/1946 
Unmesh Desai 

How many stop and search incidents in each of the past 12 months lead to an officer 
deploying taser tactics on the person stopped? 
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Reporting migrants to immigration enforcement 
Question No: 2020/1947 
Unmesh Desai 

How many undocumented migrants did Met police officers report to immigration 
enforcement in each of the following years – 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019? Please break down 
this data by BCU, if possible. 

Covid-19 Fraud 
Question No: 2020/1948 
Unmesh Desai 

How many fraud cases have been reported to the Met police where the suspect has 
imitated Government messages relating to the Coronavirus? 

Community resolution orders 
Question No: 2020/1949 
Unmesh Desai 

Please provide data on how many community resolution orders the Met has issued, broken 
down by Basic Command Unit and crime type, for each of the last 3 years? 

Coronavirus Fixed Penalty Notices 
Question No: 2020/1950 
Unmesh Desai 

Please could you provide a percentage breakdown, by Basic Command Unit, of the type of 
offences that resulted in Coronavirus related Fixed Penalty Notices being reported to the 
criminal records office? 

Exploitation and Covid-19 
Question No: 2020/1951 
Unmesh Desai 

What work have you and the Met undertaken to protect victims of modern slavery, who 
have been placed at greater risk due to the Coronavirus crisis? 

Advice on driving in London 
Question No: 2020/1953 
Andrew Dismore 

Should a person drive in London or elsewhere if that person is concerned about his or her 
sight; and if not what should they do to check their sight; what impact would driving when 
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concerned about impaired vision, have on your Vision Zero strategy on London’s roads; and 
what action will the Met’s traffic police take if they believe someone is driving with 
defective eyesight? 

Anti-riot vehicles [1] 
Question No: 2020/1954 
Andrew Dismore 

The Metropolitan Police have started the process of replacing their heavy anti-riot vehicles: 
in relation to the vehicles that are to be replaced, when were they first introduced to the 
Met; why are they considered in need of replacement; what mileage have they each done; 
and on how many occasions have they been used operationally? 

Anti-riot vehicles [2] 
Question No: 2020/1955 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the Met Police’s budgeted cost for the replacement of their heavy anti-riot 
vehicles? 

Anti-riot vehicles [3] 
Question No: 2020/1956 
Andrew Dismore 

The Met Police’s replacement of their heavy anti-riot vehicles project: is it intended for the 
contract for these vehicles to be let to a UK manufacturer? 

Anti-riot vehicles [4] 
Question No: 2020/1957 
Andrew Dismore 

The Met Police’s replacement of their heavy anti-riot vehicles project: how many companies 
have been invited to tender; how many have tendered; and in each case, how many are UK, 
how many EU, and how many from elsewhere in the world? 

s60 [1] 
Question No: 2020/1958 
Andrew Dismore 

There appear to have been a growing number of s60 directions issued in Camden, including 
a number authorised by an acting inspector, i.e. a substantive sergeant. Do you consider it 
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is appropriate for a relatively junior officer to make s60 directions affecting all or a large 
part of a borough? 

s60 [2] 
Question No: 2020/1959 
Andrew Dismore 

How many s60 directions have been given affecting a) Camden and b) Barnet in each of the 
last 3 months; in each case, what was the rank of the officer authorising them; and for the 
equivalent period last year, how many s60 directions were there in each borough? 

Lockdown: enforcement 
Question No: 2020/1960 
Andrew Dismore 

The National Police Chiefs’ Council and Association of Police and Crime Commissioners are 
reported to have told ministers that most lockdown issues are now a ‘personal and moral 
responsibility’ rather than a policing issue, and the government had accepted that police 
had ‘retreated’ to engaging, explaining and encouraging rather than enforcing the 
lockdown. Do you consider this approach to be appropriate? 

Lockdown: speeding 
Question No: 2020/1961 
Andrew Dismore 

How many speeding offences have been and are being prosecuted by the Met since the 
start of the lockdown; how many speeding offences have been disposed of by means other 
than prosecution and how does this compare with the same period last year? 

Speeding: A1 Falloden Way 
Question No: 2020/1962 
Andrew Dismore 

Given the upsurge in speeding, will you ask the police to mount an anti speeding operation 
here; and what progress is being made with speed reduction measures discussions with 
Barnet Council? 
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A1 Sliproad, Fiveways Corner [1] 
Question No: 2020/1963 
Andrew Dismore 

TfL recently undertook, via their contractors Conway, a resurfacing of the A1 Great North 
Way sliproad at Fiveways Corner in NW4 on the night of 26th May 2020. 

Regrettably, only around half the slipway was resurfaced, despite the whole section being 
of equally poor quality. Residents have ascertained that Conway will not be returning to 
complete the rest of the slipway. Why has only half the slipway been resurfaced, and will 
you now instruct Conway to resurface the rest of the slipway? 

A1 Sliproad, Fiveways Corner [2] 
Question No: 2020/1964 
Andrew Dismore 

Residents living nearby have expressed concern at the level of speeding that takes place on 
this 50mph road. This is dangerous given the number of schools in the area, and because it 
is so close to residential streets. Will you lower the speed limit on this road to 40mph to 
improve safety? 

Road safety 
Question No: 2020/1965 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the best advice for how long someone should drive in London or from London to 
another city, without taking a break for road safety reasons? 

Bridge at East Finchley Station 
Question No: 2020/1966 
Andrew Dismore 

The Bridge at East Finchley Station over the High Road is in a disgusting state, there are 
several dead pigeon carcasses stuck in the netting, with pigeon droppings, blood and other 
dirt making the pavements and bus stops dangerously dirty and a public health hazard. 
Please can we ask TfL to repair the netting, remove the dead pigeons and undertake a deep 
clean? 

ASB and safety around Burnt Oak station 
Question No: 2020/1967 
Andrew Dismore 

Burnt Oak ward Councillors have raised with me repeated concerns about alleyways around 
Burnt Oak station and Back Lane, where there is a serious problem with drug dealing and 
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ASB. Will you put pressure on Barnet Council to agree to a plan of action to tackle these 
problems, and a timescale to implement it? 

ASB and youth violence after lockdown 
Question No: 2020/1968 
Andrew Dismore 

What is being done to ensure that there is no return to violence and muggings of young 
people when lockdown is lifted? 

Section 35 in East Finchley 
Question No: 2020/1969 
Andrew Dismore 

A section 35 was declared in East Finchley on Friday 22nd May due to two large gatherings 
of teenagers at the Market Place playground. Whilst the swift action of the police is to be 
commended, do the police have information about how these gatherings were organised 
and by whom? 

Camden Goods Yard 
Question No: 2020/1970 
Andrew Dismore 

What funding is being provided from the GLA to the Camden goods yard development, and 
what conditions are associated with the funding? Specifically, what types of tenure are 
required and what proportion of additional new homes provided need to be social rents? Is 
this in addition to the homes that need to be re-provided? 

High Barnet station development 
Question No: 2020/1971 
Andrew Dismore 

Will you commit to a further round of engagement with residents over plans for High 
Barnet station to ensure their maximum input? 

Finchley Central station development 
Question No: 2020/1972 
Andrew Dismore 

Will you commit to a further round of engagement with residents over plans for Finchley 
Central Station to ensure their maximum input? 
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Camden Town Station upgrade 
Question No: 2020/1973 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the current status of the Camden Town Station upgrade? 

Holborn Station upgrade 
Question No: 2020/1974 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the current status of the Holborn Station upgrade? 

226 bus engine revving 
Question No: 2020/1975 
Andrew Dismore 

I have received reports of the 226 Bus stopping at the Hodford Road bus stop for 10-15 
minutes, keeping their engines idling for all the time, and revving them for several minutes 
before leaving the bus stop. Will you inform the bus operator Metroline that this is not 
acceptable, and ask the drivers to switch their engines off if they are being kept at the bus 
stop? 

384 bus [1] 
Question No: 2020/1976 
Andrew Dismore 

We are told that TfL’s scheme to reroute the 384 bus was requested by Barnet Council, 
other stakeholders and residents to enhance links between Barnet and Edgware. When did 
Barnet Council request this and will you publish their representation; which other 
stakeholders requested this, and when in each case; and how many residents requested this 
change? 

384 bus [2] 
Question No: 2020/1977 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the furthest distance someone will have to walk to reach a bus stop if TfL’s 
proposals are implemented; and how does that compare with the distances before these 
changes? 
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384 bus [3] 
Question No: 2020/1978 
Andrew Dismore 

TfL promised that before any changes to the 384 bus were made, they would hold a public 
meeting so that residents can make their views known. Given virus related problems will TfL 
organise a public meeting as promised with social distancing to enable people to make their 
views known, before the changes are implemented? 

384 bus [4] 
Question No: 2020/1979 
Andrew Dismore 

Will TfL hold a virtual public meeting by zoom, skype or similar medium to enable residents 
and stakeholders to give their views on TfL’s plans for the 384 bus? 

384 bus [5] 
Question No: 2020/1980 
Andrew Dismore 

Will you commit to a review of the changes that are planned to the 384 bus route if they 
are implemented within a year? 

TfL funding settlement 
Question No: 2020/1981 
Andrew Dismore 

Is it likely that the TfL funding settlement agreed with the Government will result in 
reduced services, such as cuts to capacity and length of bus routes? 

Electric cars 
Question No: 2020/1982 
Andrew Dismore 

I’ve had a resident raise your plans for greening the main corridors in the City and 
restricting them to buses, walking and cycling. She has just bought an electric car and is 
concerned to hear about the restrictions. She would like to know if electric cars are exempt 
from this and whether they will still be able to use these roads? 
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bus disabled seats 
Question No: 2020/1983 
Andrew Dismore 

As you are now returning to front door boarding for buses as you have made drivers safe, 
will you consider also allowing disabled people to use some or all of the designated seats at 
the front of buses? 

Graffiti on the A406 
Question No: 2020/1984 
Andrew Dismore 

TfL have done a commendable job in removing graffiti along the A406 between Henley’s 
Corner and East Finchley High Road, yet more remains to be cleared. Please can you 
request them to go back and ensure all the remaining graffiti is removed, especially around 
the wall next to Tudor Primary School, and bus stop U at Strawberry Vale? 

West Hampstead Tube Station 
Question No: 2020/1985 
Andrew Dismore 

Please provide an update on plans to install step-free access at West Hampstead’s Jubilee 
Line Station. 

Improving pavements and cycle infrastructure in Barnet 
Question No: 2020/1986 
Andrew Dismore 

What discussions has TfL had regarding improving pavements and cycle infrastructure in 
Barnet to accommodate social distancing? What locations have been earmarked for 
improvements? 

Tube Noise near Warren Street 
Question No: 2020/1987 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the latest on work to reduce tube noise in Fitzrovia? When will the rails in both 
directions on the Victoria Line next be ground? 
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Tube Noise Delkor trials 
Question No: 2020/1988 
Andrew Dismore 

Please provide an update on the Delkor track fixing trials; and indicate when the trials are 
to be evaluated with a view to a wider rollout across the network? 

Visits to buildings with stay put suspended - June 
Question No: 2020/1989 
Andrew Dismore 

How many buildings with Stay Put suspended is each London Fire Brigade station 
responsible for visiting? 

Staffing of visits to buildings with stay put suspended 
Question No: 2020/1990 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the standard number of LFB staff who attend a visit to a building where stay put is 
suspended? 

Duration of visits to buildings with stay put suspended 
Question No: 2020/1991 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the average time taken for a visit by LFB crews to a building where stay put is 
suspended? 

Non-ACM dangerous cladding 
Question No: 2020/1992 
Andrew Dismore 

How many residential buildings of 11m or more in height in London have non-ACM 
cladding that does not meet revised fire safety standards? Please break this down by 
borough and by public / private ownership if possible. 

Emergency service business continuity plans 
Question No: 2020/1993 
Andrew Dismore 

In response to my question 2020/1332, you said that “All emergency services, as Category 
1 responders, have a statutory duty to have in place business continuity plans for events 
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like pandemics. These plans are well prepared and tested.” In what sense were plans for 
PPE supply well prepared and tested? 

State aid breaches - June 
Question No: 2020/1994 
Andrew Dismore 

How many instances of an “economic undertaking” (for the purposes of state aid rules) 
breaching the 200,00 euros over three years limit have been recorded in the administration 
of the cladding remediation fund in London? 

State aid rules after December 2020 
Question No: 2020/1995 
Andrew Dismore 

What will happen to the requirement not to breach state aid support of 200,000 euros in 
the administration of cladding remediation funds after the UK’s transition period in leaving 
the EU ends in December 2020? 

LFB transformation board transparency 
Question No: 2020/1996 
Andrew Dismore 

Will you publish agendas and minutes of the Brigade’s transformation board? 

Babcock review of LFB training 
Question No: 2020/1997 
Andrew Dismore 

When will the internal Babcock review of the training provided to LFB be complete and will 
the findings and recommendations be published? 

Construction works on unsafe high rises affected by covid-19 
Question No: 2020/1998 
Andrew Dismore 

Of the buildings with ACM cladding in contact with the GLA over remediation funds, how 
many have seen works delayed owing to coronavirus-related reasons? 
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Funding for cladding remediation in the social sector 
Question No: 2020/1999 
Andrew Dismore 

The Government has told social and public housing owners they can only get funding from 
the new £1 billion cladding remediation fund to the value of costs they have passed on to 
residents, rather than the whole cost of remediation. What will be the consequences of 
this? 

Registrations with the new cladding remediation fund 
Question No: 2020/2000 
Andrew Dismore 

How many buildings in London are registered with the system the Government has 
commissioned from Faithful + Gould to speed remediation? 

Home fire safety visits 
Question No: 2020/2001 
Andrew Dismore 

How is LFB adapting its home fire safety visits programme to react to the coronavirus 
pandemic? 

Making LFB greener (1) 
Question No: 2020/2002 
Andrew Dismore 

LFB’s latest budget allocates £1.29m for greening efforts. What is the timeline for spending 
this money? 

Making LFB greener (2) 
Question No: 2020/2003 
Andrew Dismore 

Will the £1.29m investment in carbon reduction deliver the target of 60% reductions on 
LFB’s 1990 emissions? 

Making LFB greener (3) 
Question No: 2020/2004 
Andrew Dismore 

How much energy generation is planned for LFB stations? 
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Covid 19: Health and safety [1] 
Question No: 2020/2005 
Andrew Dismore 

Are you satisfied with the resources available to and activities of the HSE in London in 
relation to enforcing health and safety in building sites and factories in light of the Covid 
19 pandemic? 

Covid 19: Health and safety [2] 
Question No: 2020/2006 
Andrew Dismore 

Are you satisfied with the resources available to and activities of London Local Authorities 
in relation to enforcing health and safety in offices, shops and hospitality premises in light 
of the Covid 19 pandemic? 

Covid 19 contact tracing 
Question No: 2020/2007 
Andrew Dismore 

The Government intends to use an app to aid its Covid 19 contact tracing; are you satisfied 
that the app proposed will work in London; and are you satisfied with the data protection 
arrangements for the app? 

Extended construction hours 
Question No: 2020/2008 
Andrew Dismore 

The Government intends to allow construction sites to apply to work until up to 9pm to 
catch up with lost time during the Coronavirus lockdown. Do you agree that in most 
residential areas in London this is deeply unwelcome and will result in longer hours of noise 
and disturbance, especially to older residents and families with small children? 

Capital Guard LFB contract (1) 
Question No: 2020/2009 
Andrew Dismore 

In each year of the Capital Guard contract with LFB from 2014 to 2020, how much was paid 
by the Brigade? 
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Capital Guard LFB contract (2) 
Question No: 2020/2010 
Andrew Dismore 

In each year of the Capital Guard contract with LFB, how many times were services 
activated? 

Capital Guard LFB contract (3) 
Question No: 2020/2011 
Andrew Dismore 

Where and when was the contract for fire and control cover, held by Capital Guard from 
2014 to 2020, advertised, before being re-awarded to Capital Guard? 

Capital Guard LFB contract (4) 
Question No: 2020/2012 
Andrew Dismore 

How many bids for the fire and control cover contract, held by Capital Guard from 2014 to 
2020, were received when it was re-tendered in advance of its expiry in November 2020? 

Capital Guard LFB contract (5) 
Question No: 2020/2013 
Andrew Dismore 

What is the value and duration of the new contract for fire and control cover that has been 
awarded to Capital Guard from the period of November 2020 onwards? 

Repeat Domestic Abuse perpetrators 
Question No: 2020/2015 
Len Duvall OBE 

How many suspects were arrested for an offence flagged for domestic abuse, who had 
previously been arrested for a domestic abuse related offence, in each of the following 
years: 2017, 2018 and 2019. 

Culture at Risk Business Support Fund and Lambeth & Southwark 
Organisations. 
Question No: 2020/2017 
Florence Eshalomi MP 

How much of the Culture at Risk Business Support Fund has been dispersed to Lambeth & 
Southwark Organisations? 
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Memorial to honour the key workers 
Question No: 2020/2018 
Florence Eshalomi MP 

My constituents have highlighted that it important to honour the work of key workers 
during the COVID 19 outbreak. Is there scope to erect a permanent sculpture in a 
prominent London location in which the work and sacrifices which keyworkers have made 
can be remembered? 

Office planning permissions 
Question No: 2020/2020 
Nicky Gavron 

How much net new office floorspace was granted planning permission in the year 2019/20, 
in each London Borough? 

Retail planning permissions 
Question No: 2020/2021 
Nicky Gavron 

How much net new retail floorspace was granted planning permission in the year 2019/20, 
in each London Borough? 

Under 18s Travel Concession 
Question No: 2020/2023 
Joanne McCartney 

What is Transport for London’s estimation of the cost to London Boroughs if they have to 
pick up the bill for the government’s decision to withdraw the Under 18s travel concession? 

School Streets 
Question No: 2020/2024 
Joanne McCartney 

How many schools have and will benefit from your school streets initiative? Have all 
London Boroughs applied for City Hall funding for their schools? 

Probation Service 
Question No: 2020/2025 
Joanne McCartney 

There are reports that probation rehabilitation services will be renationalised, as were 
offender management services last year, thereby reversing the hugely damaging 
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privatisation of probation services in 2014. What relationship and input would you like City 
Hall to have with a wholly renationalised probation service? 

Key Workers use of Freedom Pass during Temporary Restriction 
Question No: 2020/2026 
Joanne McCartney 

Government conditions for the TfL funding deal temporarily restrict the hours during which 
Londoners can use their Freedom Pass. This includes many key workers who are essential 
for the COVID-19 response, such as healthcare workers, and who have no choice but to 
continue to use public transport to get to work during these restricted times. Can TfL find a 
way to reimburse these additional unexpected costs for such workers, similar to the 
reimbursement scheme set up for the congestion charge? 

Disproportionate Impact of COVID-19 on BAME Communities 
Question No: 2020/2027 
Joanne McCartney 

I welcome your call for an independent inquiry into the disproportionate impact of COVID-
19 on BAME communities. What evidence are you gathering and how will this impact City 
Hall’s future work? 

UK/EU Transition Period 
Question No: 2020/2028 
Joanne McCartney 

Should the government ask for an extension to the Transition Period? You have already 
commissioned research examining the effects of a no- deal scenario, but how will the 
COVID-19 affect these projections for London? 

Streetspace (1) 
Question No: 2020/2030 
Alison Moore 

Which boroughs have submitted plans for Streetspace projects? How many are in place and 
what impact have they had? 
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Streetspace (2) 
Question No: 2020/2031 
Alison Moore 

What arrangements are planned or in place to ensure that Londoners with mobility 
problems and disabilities have access to the new pedestrianised areas of central London? 

Social Distancing 
Question No: 2020/2032 
Alison Moore 

What measures are in place at stations and transport interchanges to enable disabled and 
visually impaired passengers to maintain social distance and safely use public transport? 

Transport Focus Survey (1) 
Question No: 2020/2033 
Alison Moore 

According to the latest survey data produced by Transport Focus 6 out of 10 think wearing 
a mask should be required when using public transport - do you agree with the decision 
that face coverings should be mandatory and how will that be enforced across the 
Transport network in London? 

Transport Focus Survey (2) 
Question No: 2020/2034 
Alison Moore 

The survey says in the UK 1 in 5 are happy to use public transport when restrictions are 
lifted. In London it is higher at 31%. How will you ensure social distancing at that level of 
usage? 

Transport Focus Survey (3) 
Question No: 2020/2035 
Alison Moore 

46% of Londoners say they would drive rather than use public transport, but 50% say they 
are more likely to walk/cycle in future. What measures will you use to support walking and 
cycling to prevent a return to pre-Covid pollution levels? 
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Travel Concessions (1) 
Question No: 2020/2036 
Alison Moore 

How many passengers do you estimate would be affected by the proposed change to the 
Older Persons Freedom Pass and Oyster60+ concessions? 

Travel Concessions (2) 
Question No: 2020/2037 
Alison Moore 

How many passengers do you estimate would be affected by the proposed changes to 
under 18s travel and would you expect the scheme to be reinstated for the start of the new 
academic year in September 2020? How would those entitled to free transport to and from 
school under the 1944 Education Act from their local authority be protected? 

Congestion Charge 
Question No: 2020/2038 
Alison Moore 

Will you consider variations to the Congestion Charge price by time of day and week if this 
is feasible? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (1) 
Question No: 2020/2039 
Alison Moore 

The agreement says “The Government is committed to supporting TfL in the delivery of its 
efficiencies programme and commercial development income, particularly where legislative 
changes may be needed”. What legislative changes have you identified? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (2) 
Question No: 2020/2040 
Alison Moore 

Transport for London will borrow £505m from the Public Works Loan Board. What is the 
interest rate of the loan? The length of the loan? The total amount repayable under the 
loan? 
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TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (3) 
Question No: 2020/2041 
Alison Moore 

Please publish the Northern Line Train Services contract and the Amended and Restated 
Usage Contract? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (4) 
Question No: 2020/2042 
Alison Moore 

The funding package is based on the assumption that Transport for London will maintain 
useable cash reserves of £1.2bn at the end of the Support Period. What cash balance did 
you expect to have in October 2020 when you published the latest TfL Business Plan? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (5) 
Question No: 2020/2043 
Alison Moore 

Please publish the London Covid Transport Task Force, a) terms of reference and b) 
membership? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (6) 
Question No: 2020/2044 
Alison Moore 

Has the London Covid Transport Task Force exempted any part of the Transport network 
from the requirement to run a full service? Please name those parts of the network and 
explain what service level they have been required to run. 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (7) 
Question No: 2020/2045 
Alison Moore 

What traffic demand management has been agreed by the London Covid Transport Task 
Force? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (8) 
Question No: 2020/2046 
Alison Moore 

What communication messages have been agreed between DfT and TfL to ensure 
consistent advice is provided to travellers? 
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TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (9) 
Question No: 2020/2047 
Alison Moore 

A £55m Active Travel Plan to promote cycling and walking, including new segregated cycle 
lanes, closures of roads to through traffic, and pavement extensions, will be agreed and 
overseen by a dedicated oversight group comprising TfL and HMG. Please publish details of 
the plan and how the £55m will be spent as soon as possible? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (10) 
Question No: 2020/2048 
Alison Moore 

Please publish the travel demand management proposals that you have brought to the 
London Covid Transport Task Force? Please outline how the proposals will be 
operationalised? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (11) 
Question No: 2020/2049 
Alison Moore 

Please publish the absence rates for staff, that you have provided to the London Covid 
Transport Task Force? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (12) 
Question No: 2020/2050 
Alison Moore 

The Government have required “immediate reintroduction of the London Congestion 
Charge, LEZ and ULEZ and urgently bring forward proposals to widen the scope and levels 
of these charges, in accordance with the relevant legal powers and decision-making 
processes”. Can you outline the relevant legal powers and decision-making processes you 
need to follow and when any changes will be implemented? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (13) 
Question No: 2020/2051 
Alison Moore 

TfL will seek to maximise the construction activity within TfL’s remit. How many 
construction sites are within TfL’s remit, how many were brought to a safe stop during the 
period of lockdown and how many have been re-opened? 
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TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (14) 
Question No: 2020/2052 
Alison Moore 

What plans do you have to maximise TfL’s revenue and minimise its expenditure during the 
period of this agreement? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (15) 
Question No: 2020/2053 
Alison Moore 

There will be an immediate and broad ranging government-led review of TfL’s future 
financial position and future financial structure. Will the London Assembly, and other 
stakeholders be able to submit evidence to this review? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (16) 
Question No: 2020/2054 
Alison Moore 

In advance of the end of the Support Period, an additional funding package for Crossrail 
will need to have been identified and presented to the project Sponsors. What is your initial 
expectation on the level of the additional funding package? 

TfL Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreement (17) 
Question No: 2020/2055 
Alison Moore 

What is the agreed London Pays principle in respect of Crossrail? 

Housing completions 
Question No: 2020/2057 
Murad Qureshi 

Can you please give me the figures for all the housing completions across London in 
2019/20 under your housing investment programme, broken down by boroughs? 

New build housing developments 
Question No: 2020/2058 
Murad Qureshi 

I understand we have had 452 new build housing developments started in the City of 
Westminster in the present financial year. Can you please give me a breakdown of all the 
developments in the borough that make up this 452 figure? 
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Converted office space 
Question No: 2020/2059 
Murad Qureshi 

According to Deloitte, from Oct 2019 to March 2020, work began on 5 million sq ft of 
office space in London. How much of this potential office space could be converted into 
residential developments? 

Blue plaques 
Question No: 2020/2060 
Murad Qureshi 

How many blue plaques were put up by the GLC and LCC separately during their rein over 
London government? 

Diesel consumption/miles on Bus No. 2 route 
Question No: 2020/2061 
Murad Qureshi 

How much diesel was consumed on the No 2 Bus route in 2019/2020, 2018/2019 and 
2017/2018? Also, many miles were driven on the No 2 Bus Route in 2019/2020, 
2018/2019 and 2017/2018? 

Workplace parking spaces 
Question No: 2020/2062 
Murad Qureshi 

How many potential workplace parking spaces do we have for the whole of Greater London, 
broken down for each London borough? 

Annual cost for pot-hole repairs 
Question No: 2020/2063 
Murad Qureshi 

How many pot-holes do we have annually on the red routes managed by TfL and what is 
the annual repair cost? 

Petrol stations 
Question No: 2020/2064 
Murad Qureshi 

How many petrol stations do we have in each borough in London now compared to 5 and 
10 years ago? 
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Bicycle Docking stations 
Question No: 2020/2065 
Murad Qureshi 

How many bicycle docking stations are there? How many of them are on the pavement? 
How many of them are on the street? Of the docking stations on the pavement, how many 
have a 

drop-down kerb? 

Update on black cab numbers 
Question No: 2020/2066 
Murad Qureshi 

How many black cabbies do we have at this moment in time? How many are women? And 
how many of them are from BAME communities? 

Ensuring people can follow NHS Trace instructions 
Question No: 2020/2068 
Onkar Sahota 

What actions are you taking to encourage employers to proactively support and enable 
their workers - directly employed or not - to isolate if told to do so by NHS Trace, including 
through provision of enhanced sick pay? 

Consultation on lockdown changes 
Question No: 2020/2069 
Onkar Sahota 

What consultation or other engagement was done with PHE London and the GLA over 
steps towards easing lockdown measures? 

GLA support for NHS demographic modelling 
Question No: 2020/2070 
Onkar Sahota 

In response to my question 2020/1413, you said that you would offer Sir David Sloman the 
GLA’s expertise in demographics so as to support NHS workforce requirements. Has the 
NHS taken up this offer? 
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Joint review into cost of living for NHS staff 
Question No: 2020/2071 
Onkar Sahota 

Will you publish the findings into the joint review of NHS staff cost of living in London 
noted in your response to my question 2020/1411? 

London People Board 
Question No: 2020/2072 
Onkar Sahota 

What representation does the GLA have on the London People Board? 

London Health Board Living Wage payers 
Question No: 2020/2073 
Onkar Sahota 

How many of the organisations represented at the London Health Board pay all in-house 
and contracted staff at least the London Living Wage, and how many do not? 

London Health Board sick pay rates 
Question No: 2020/2074 
Onkar Sahota 

How many of the organisations represented at the London Health Board utilise workers 
either directly employed or contracted eligible for only Statutory Sick Pay? 

Responsible procurement themes, outcomes and measures 
Question No: 2020/2075 
Onkar Sahota 

Did the trial of the Responsible Procurement Themes, Outcomes and Measures referred to 
in your response to question 2020/1405 begin as scheduled on 1 April? 

Coronavirus testing capacity in London 
Question No: 2020/2076 
Onkar Sahota 

What was coronavirus testing capacity in London for each week from the beginning of April 
[2020] onwards, and how many people in London took a test in each week? 
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Compliance with test, track and trace 
Question No: 2020/2077 
Onkar Sahota 

Will the Metropolitan Police have any role in ensuring compliance with the requirements on 
Londoners arising from the test, track and trace programme? 

Unsafe plans for a return to Parliament 
Question No: 2020/2078 
Onkar Sahota 

Are you concerned that plans for MPs to return to Westminster risk exposing Londoners to 
coronavirus, as the Parliamentary estate and practices cannot be made Covid-secure and 
personnel will be required to travel into London from other regions? 

Communications across communities 
Question No: 2020/2079 
Onkar Sahota 

What efforts is the GLA making to ensure people whose first language is not English are 
kept up to date on coronavirus related health guidance? 

NHS reconfigurations 
Question No: 2020/2080 
Onkar Sahota 

Are you still committed to making your support for NHS service reconfigurations 
conditional on proper consultation with the public and all stakeholders taking place? 

Reopening public toilets after coronavirus 
Question No: 2020/2081 
Onkar Sahota 

As more people are able to meet outside and the summer weather encourages them to do 
so, what actions are you and boroughs taking to protect London’s parks and streets from 
the inevitable consequences of this happening without public toilets being available? 

People shielding in London 
Question No: 2020/2082 
Onkar Sahota 

How many people in London are shielding and what support is the GLA offering them? 
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Statutory sick pay 
Question No: 2020/2083 
Onkar Sahota 

How many people are eligible for Statutory Sick Pay only, in London? If you do not know 
this, given how important it will be for considering the effects of NHS Trace instructions to 
isolate, will you ask GLA Economics to research it? 

Cyclists contravening the highway code 
Question No: 2020/2084 
Onkar Sahota 

How many cyclists have been charged for contravening the highway code in 2016/2017, 
2017/2018, 2018/2019 and 2019/2020? 

Disabled TfL Passengers 
Question No: 2020/2085 
Navin Shah 

I have been contacted by disabled constituents regarding the Streetspace plan. They 
acknowledge the positive reasons why this has been put in place, but point out that road 
closures make it incredibly difficult to travel as they rely on their cars. In particular, one 
constituent points out that it is now difficult to reach the hospital they attend regularly. 
Can you provide assurances that TfL’s plans are inclusive and that decisions are made with 
disabled people in mind? 

TfL Settlement – Government Funding Package 
Question No: 2020/2086 
Navin Shah 

How confident you are that the suspension of concessionary travel facilities is ‘temporary’? 

TfL Settlement – Over 60’s Freedom Pass 
Question No: 2020/2087 
Navin Shah 

Won’t suspension of peak time concessions disproportionally impact old Londoners? How 
does suspension of the facility make sense when older people need access to public 
transport for essential journeys as aptly described in the letter sent to you and Grant 
Shapps MP co-signed by Age UK and other accessibility groups? I understand the 
suspension is for 4 - 6 weeks. Are you able to specify when exactly the suspension will be 
lifted and who will determine this? What is guarantee that attack on Over 60’s Freedom 
Pass is not thin end of the wedge? 
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TfL Settlement – Under 18 Travel 
Question No: 2020/2088 
Navin Shah 

There is no reference to any timeframe about how long the suspension of free under 18 
travel is? When will the suspension end and who will determine this? Grant Shapps MP’s 
written statement refers to special arrangements for free travel to schools. Can I have 
details please as to how this will work? 

TfL Settlement – Disabled Freedom Pass 
Question No: 2020/2089 
Navin Shah 

Can I have confirmation that the Disabled Freedom Pass is not affected? 

Access to Green Spaces for People Shielding 
Question No: 2020/2090 
Navin Shah 

A constituent has contacted me regarding access to parks and green spaces for those 
shielding. They are concerned that those who need to shield could suffer from physical and 
mental health issues. They ask whether the Mayor has provided any advice to local councils 
or other bodies in charge of green spaces, on whether it is feasible to introduce hours in 
parks restricted only to those who are shielding. Has this been considered? 

Buses in Outer London 
Question No: 2020/2091 
Navin Shah 

I am pleased to see that Londoners are being encouraged to travel by walking or cycling. 
However, for people in outer London who need to get into the centre, walking and cycling 
is not always an option. I have seen news reports of key workers in Brent piling onto packed 
buses in order to get to work, often disregarding social distancing. Has provision been 
made for extra bus services in particularly oversubscribed areas in outer London where bus 
travel is often the best option? 

Bus Driver Safety 
Question No: 2020/2092 
Navin Shah 

As Londoners begin to return to work, and as middle door boarding on buses has now 
ended, can you provide assurances that bus drivers will be safe whilst at work? 
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Impact of Covid-19 on BAME Londoners 
Question No: 2020/2093 
Navin Shah 

We know that Covid-19 has a disproportionate impact on BAME people. I know you, and 
other leaders across London have called for an independent inquiry into this, which I fully 
support. Do you agree that now more than ever, we need a new approach to public health 
and decent houses for all Londoners, to help tackle this inequality? 

Impact of Covid-19 on Mental Health 
Question No: 2020/2094 
Navin Shah 

The Covid-19 crisis is having a severe impact on the mental health of many people. As it 
stands, it is very difficult for people to access mental health care, with incredibly long 
waiting lists and short courses of treatment with little follow up. In addition, as we go 
through this unprecedented crisis, some people are experiencing severe trauma, for which 
the standard therapies which are offered (for example Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) can 
be inappropriate treatment. What can be done in London to support those experiencing 
mental health problems as a result of this pandemic, including frontline workers, 
considering we are already going through a mental health crisis? 

Further Education estates 
Question No: 2020/2095 
Jennette Arnold OBE 

What assessment have you made of the ability for London’s Further Education estates to 
maintain social distancing? Could the Skills for Londoners Capital Fund be used to increase 
space for social distancing? 
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